Mom and Dad weren't too
pleased when the football
team trailed at halftime,
but gave io when UNH
took the lead· for good at
28-24. Turn the paper
over and read Sports.

-INSIDEC alendar _ _ page 5
page 6
Notices·
Editor i al __ p age 14
Features _ _page 17
page 28
Sports

The R.E.M. review 1s
here! Also here is · an
opportunity to find out
who or what Quino is. See
stories on pages 17 and 18.
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Commit tee reviews change in credits
five three-credit courses a week be done, and we don't have the spent on a class, or possibly upgrade the amount of work in
By Kristy Markey
lengthening the semester, said :courses by reducing the number
with three hours of in class time . resources to do it."
The University of New
of courses from five to four a
. Richard Hersh, vice presidenr Wilcox.
Hampshire's Academic Com- per course.
Donald Wilcox, history pro- of Academic Affairs, confirmed . "I'd be suprised if we leng- semester," said Wilcox. Each
mittee is comparing the number
of hours students' spend in the fessor and chairman of the Wilcox' statement that the thened the semester," Wilcox class became four credits instead
of three to insure that students
classroom to the number of Selecr Committee on Cred- University's credit system will said.
The committee will meet earned 20 credits a semester,
credits received. Changes in the it/Contact Hours said changing remain unchanged.
However the committee ap- periodically throughout the Wilcox said.
credit/hours policy have been . the UNH credit system to
"The idea was that faculty
require students to take five pointed by the Student Senate academic year to prepare some
discussed.
for the Student would assign more outside work.
Most UNH students take four classes instead of four was last spring to investigate the .formal proposals
Many did ... but some didn't,"
credit system, will consider Senate by next spring.
fo~r-credit courses a week and unfeasible.
"The issue began many years _. said Wilcox': No~, "s()~C: peo{>~e
"We'd have to increase the expanding classtime by ten
have three hours of classroom
ago, sometime in the late 60's,
time in each course. At many faculty 20 percent," said Wilcox. minutes, changing the credits
the University decided to~ ,
CREDITS, page 9
when
othe_! JJ niversities stude_!l~S_fa_ke ___"As far as I know, this wHl not to reflect the number of hours

Senate agciinst
drug sanction s

.History professor Donald Wikox. (Mark DesRochers ph<;>to)

By Bryan Alexander
The student senate passed a
·resolution at the senate meeting
. Sunday, which states opposition
to aspects of the recomended
sanctie>hs against drug related
offenses ·suggested by Dean of
Student Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn.
The vote was 47 to 1.
Stephanie Norton, Heath and
Human Chairperson introduced
the bill. She said the bill was
shaped from student input at
several council· meetings where
the drug policy was discussed.
,T he senate was against the
policy because it was aimed at
punishing students with drug
problems rather than trying to
correct the problems, said Norton .
"What they're (the administration) trying to do is cor-_

rect," said Norton in an interview following the meeting.
"But we feel they' re going about
it the wrong way."
"We're not saying they (stu·
.dei:its charged with drug related
crimes) should get off easy," she
said. "The drug policy was pretty
strict as it was." ·
Sanborn wrote up the new
drug policy over the summer
and presented it to the student
body in a letter printed in The
New Hampshire, said Student
Body President Jay Ablondi. He
said the letter is not law, but
it put pressure on the judicial
board to follow the suggested
guidlines.
These guidelines include having students reveal the source
of the drugs they received and
having them call their parents

Tires slashed
By Sabra Clarke
According to Cpt. Richard
Conway, Public Safety has no
information about the motivation behind or the persons
responsible for slashing the tires
of five c·a rs parked in front of
the New England Center Sunday
evening.
A woman from Andover,
Mass., who was an owner of one
of the cars, said the incident
occured sometime between 4:30
and 6:30 p.m. while she and a
friend were having dinner at
the Center's restaurant.
"At first I thought it was just
one, but when we started to
change the tire we realized that
two had been torn with some
sort of sharp instrument," said
the woman, who declined to give
her name.
Two Cam-aros, two Cadillacs,
and one BMW were parked
along the sidewalk. The two
tires closest to the sidewalk had
been slashed on each vehincle.
A Ford Escort and a Volkswagon
Jetta, parked between the BMW
and one of the Cameros were

left alone.
Public Safety estimates $840
in damage to the cars.
When asked if she thought
the vandals were trying to make
some sort of. statement by
focusing their activities on the
rriore expensive cars, the woman
said "I don't know. All I .know
is that they really inconvinenced
me and are going to .qiake me
late for work."
Scott O'Connor, a manager
at the New England Center is
the owner of the BMW. O'Connor complained about the damage to his tires, V(hich were
worth $300 each. "It's too bad
that people a\ssume that all
owners of nice cars have to be
jerks," he said, "because it
simply isn't true."
As O'Connor. dialed for a taxi
he added sarcastically "What
a great introduction! These
people tonight were probably
attending a conference or parents having dinner. What a
terrific impression of the University of New Hampshire they
,
must have."

The scene outside the New England Center where several cars were vandalized recently. (Mark
DesRochers photo) ·

Non- tradi tiona l stud ents add to camp us life

By Jonathan Davies .
"Welcome to the non-noisy,
non-crowded, non-impersonal ,
non-nonsupp onive, NonTraditional Student Center."
These words are from a poster
in the country kitchen of Underwood House._
The homey, summer cottagelike, non-traditiona l student
center has served as ·a gathering
place for non-traditiona l students since 1983. It is located
at 17 Rosemary Lane ip Durham.
According to Jane Andrews
Tuttle, the program director,
a non-traditional student is one
who returns ·to school after an
extended break due to employment, raising a family, or military service. Approximately 10
percent of the university undergraduates are 24 years or older.
This year, the center sees some
50 people pass through its doors
a week, compared to the 30 last
year.
"I decided a college degree
would mean a lot,'' said Brian
Harding from White River
Junction, Vermont. Harding,
now a junior majoring in business administration , worked
in a factory, hospital and printing firm for six years between
high school and college.
"I figured it would open more
doors. The center was a good
way for me to meet people who
had similar experiences in adjusting to college," said Harding.
Harding is currently one of
the center's six program assistants. He stressedthat the center
is also there for those considering returning to college.
J'We make it clear we're here
to help thepi," Harding said.
"We try to pave __the 'J'ay for

them."
Tuttle said, "One of our
challenges has been our image.
Many people think we're here
to only addres·s problems. We
want to p:..ov'ide a network of
potential friends·-our first priority js person-to-perso n contact."
To reach th!s goal, such

The living room is very comfortable, a perfect place to read
.a book and just relax. It is like
escaping to a classic summer
cottage. Upstairs, there are two
rooms for serious studying and
use of typewriters.
In addition, there is an emergency s.tudent locawr service,

By Beth Ineson
The ability to reason from
many points of view simultaneously is a unique trait. Gary
Ensign associate director of the
UNH Division of Continuing
Education, (DCE) does this all
the time with very successful
results.'

Dave Langley and JoAnn Porter of Underwood House. (Mark DesRochers photo)
events as weekly pizza parties,
bag lunches for certain majors,
potluck dinners and bus trips
to Boston are arranged. "But
we also want students to feel
~bey- have a place to relax, meet
;~csfodents with similar interests
or just find a q~iet corner to
study," Tuttle said.

Ensign's job requires him to
a car,d file detailing student's
schedules for those students think like an administrator, a
who have day care service and teacher, and Ii~ a student at
may need to be reached during the same ·time.
"The focus of most of my
·
the day.
The center ·works with the energr, is pr,ogram developTraining in Academic Skills ment,' Ensign said. Working
Center (TASK) and the Career with various departments at
Plartnini? and Placement Office __ UNH, he designs programs and
_services pre_par_ing DCE stuCENTER, page 13

dents to - meet the needs of
businesses, industries, and the
community. "-We try to identify
the areas where it is appropriate
for the U nivesity to respond
with educational programs," he
said.
- The goal of DCE is to provide
an education resource to the
community. DCE involves mainly non-degree students, providing programs designed to fulfill
a variety of needs, from those
of students interested in art, to
those interested in engineering
technology or landscaping .
Courses may be applied in the
. workplace or taken to satisfy
an interest.
. "There is a lot of encouragement by employers for their
workforce to stay current,"
Ensign said. "We've been working with local firms to identify
resources for specialized technical training."
Two new programs are offered by DCE this fall. They are
designed for non-degree students, but carry credits. When
a student has finished required
coursework in these programs
they receive a diploma, not a
degree. Diplomas are presented
in studio fine arts and landscape
horticulture. Students must
maintain a C-plus or better
grade point average in the class.
According to Ensign, the
beauty of the programs is that
diploma credits can be applied
to an actual degree . "These
programs take students into
education in a gradual way,"'
Ensign said.
Ensign has realized the importance of seeing every angle
to his job. He said there .are
ENSIGN, page 25 .
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Soviets question US pro. fessors about Russia
are conduct-

Washington- Two Soviet researchers
ing a survey on how American scholars view the
Soviet Union and about how much they know about
the country. Questioned ranged from whether the
scholars' opinions affected national policy, to if
they thought Russia wanted to dominate the world.
Yuri I. Igritsky and Leonid K. Shkarenkov, who
were in the US last month, asked about 100 scholars
to complete the questionnaire. Many of the 100
belong to academic institutions that focus on Soviet
studies, like Columbia and Stanford universit'ies,
the University of California at Berkeley and the
Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies.
Many scholars said they would not complete the
survey, because they are unable to attempt the same
survey in Russia. Others would not comply, because
basic statistics about the Soviet Union, such as the
rate of infant mortality and the size of grain harvests,
were withheld from 1981 to 1986.

Toilet paper most valuable commo dity in Poland
Warsaw-Pola nd is having a national shortage
of toilet paper and people from legislators to
·
distributors are feeling the shortage.
Edward Grzywa, the minister of chemical and
light industry, told Parliamf:nt recently, "We're
still about 100 million rolls short of demand," he
said, eventhough Poland now makes 320 million
rolls of toilet paper a year for the 37 million citizen·s.
A factory is being built, he said, and s-ix paper
-mills are being modernized, but this will cost $45
million and will take three years to complete.

.
There are two ways to get toilet paper: through
,
luck or paper conservation.
Through the latter, people may trade lour and
one-half pounds of neatly bound newspaper for
a roll of toilet paper at the recycling centers.
Marek Skoczylas, who works at a recycling center,
said, "They can take either money or toilet
paper...People always take toilet paper, never zlotys."
200 million rolls are available in stores, but as
soon as a new shipment arrives in a paper products
store, it disappears. Only those near the store when
the shipment arrives have a chance of getting the
paper. Many consider this the equivalent of winning
the lottery.

Americ an hostag e is
freed from Beirut
Beirut- American David Jacobsen was freed Sunday
by the Islamic Holy War organization after it had
held him hostage here for nearly 18 months.
The organization did not ·say why he was release9,
but said the US government had made mo'ves, which
might lead to the freeing of the other hostages.
Jacobsen was freed near the unused US embassy
in West Beirut and was in the custody of American
officials. He will leave Beirut for West Germany
.
where he will be given medical tests.
The organization is currently holding two other
Amerir:an hostages: Terry A. Anderson, Middle
East correspondent of The Associated Press and
Thomas M. Sutherland, acting dean of agriculture
at the American University of Beirut. Three
·
frenchmen are also being held.
Three other Americans are being held hostage:
Frank Herbert Reed, the director of a private school,
Joseph James Cicippfo, controller at the American
University Hospital, and Edward Austin Tracy,
a freelance writer. In total there are 20 nationals
who are hostages, including two Britons and a South
Korean diplomat.
Two other hostages have been released in the
past year: the Roman Catholic Priest Lawrence

Martin Jenco, and the Presbyterian Minister \
Benjamin Weir.
William Buckley, an American diplomat, was
reported killed on Oct. 4, 1985, but no body has
ever been found. Peter Kilburn, a former librarian
at the American University, was killed in April. ·
His bullet-ridden body was found with two British
teachers, who were also killed, beside a note saying
the killings had been in retaliation for the American
bombings on Libya, and the British government's
involvement.
Witnesses saidJacobsen looked fit, and was cleanshaven. Jacobsen told guards at the US embassy
offices that he thought he would be freed soon,
when he was given a shave and a haircut last week.

Report says contra·c eptives not used by many
during first intercou rse
Washington- From interviews with more than
7,000 women, the government has produced a report
with many revealing statistics about the use of
.
contraceptives by women:
•45 percent of women aged 15 to 44 years old used
-tontraceptive s the first time they ever had
intercourse.
• 47 per cent of the white women surveyed had
used contraception, while blacks had a 34 percentage
and hispanics a 24 percentage.
•Twice as many women who had at least 13 years
of schooling had used contraception than had women
with less than 12 years of schooling.
•The most common method of contraception is
sterilization, while 20 years ago it was the birth
·
,
control pill.
The study said, ''Data like these are important
because most women have intercourse before
marriage, exposing themselves to the risk of
unplanned premarital pregnancy if they delay
·
contraceptive use."

PAGEifHREE ·

Valley urges a
moral revision

not support student- college ·aid
By Peter A. Katz
Independent US Senate can- in today's economic situation. ·
"In a stabilized econo.Q'.ly, I
did~te !3ruce Valley said America must return to the time when am for increased loans," he said.
the country was strong and "Education is a precious remoral, people felt safe to leave source." Without education
car keys in their ignitions and there is more adult illiteracy,
he .said.
there were no drugs.
·
"We do not have a stable
, "I grew up with a sense of
economic
situation. A program
what America is supposed to
be," Valley said. "In Chicago for everybody will not bring a ·
and California many people are balanced budget. There can be
not pro-America. They take the no Pell Grants (federally funded
·
benefits, but they do not have college grants)."
Forest Park senator Kate
duties~ ·r ights, and responsibilIacovelli, who is divorced and
ities" to the cmu;itry.
Valley, who spoke to the has a five year old child, said,
student senate Sunday night, "Without the Pell Grant I would
was born in Rye, NH and has · not be here."
She also there were contrabeen in the navy for all the 24
dictions
in Valleys ideas. "He
years since he graduated from
wants to k_nock out _grants,
but - - --the Naval Academy.
- ·- /'"
Although he said, "I could not
afford college without going to /
VALLEY, page 24
the Naval Academy," he does
U.S. Senatorial candidate Bruce Valley addresses the senate I~st Sunday.

Bob Smith is a New Jersey farm boy at heart
By Erin McGraw
With Campaign '86 coming
to an end, New Hampshire's
first District Congressman, Bob
Smith couldn't resist the opportunity to debate with his opponent Jim Demers. On Tuesday,
following an early morning
breakfast with the Portsmouth
Chamber of Commerce, Smith
met Demers at· channel 11 in
Durham to tape the only televised debate ohhe upcoming
election.
·
Before the candidates arrive
at the studio, ' nervous crew
members check cameras and

lights, tape cables to the floor,
and pour glasses of water. The
studio is small, a.nd all lights
are focused on the candidate's
podiums and the scheduled
journalists' desks.
Demers is first to enter the
studio from "make-up" and he
j<;>~es ~bout a cloud of powder
rismg 10 front of his face if he _
should sneeze. Dressed in a navy
blue suit, light blue oxford and
bright red necktie, he takes his
place behind his podiuII). ·The
brilliant white lights don'.t seem
to bother him as he stares
through them into the camera.
His sparkling blue eyes light

up on his round facae. They are
fixed into the light, his smile
forced. The camera crew is not
satisfied with Demers' appearance and they ask him to go
shave. Demers leaves obediently.
As Smith takes his place the
br~ght lights take him by 'surprise and he shades his eyes with
his hand. Squinting at the
camera, the Congressman asks
in his "New Jersey farm-boy"
drawl, wqere · he should be
focusing c:l,uripg the debate.
Eventually, it is clarified and
the Congressman looks down
at !ii~ no~~s an_d ta~es out_ a pen.

Joined by the clean-shaven last minute. attempts to get
Demers, the panel of four money, there's not much action.
journalists, and the debate mod- "At campaign headquarters,"
erator, Barbar'a Polk, Smith is he says, "it's basically a wait
ready to debate. Dressed in a attitude."
charcoal suit, white shirt and
And Smith does wait. But Bob
navy tie, the 6 foot 6 Smith Smith isn't waiting for the 4th
towers over Demers small with regrets or doubts . The
frame. The stool behind De- incumbent has two congressionmers' podium does not do much al years under his belt, and a
to compensate the height dif- record he's proud of to back him
ference.
up.
Nervously, Polk rehearses her _ Born in_Allentown, N.J. on
lines. She has bright blonde hair March 30, , 1941, Smith was ___ _
that never moves when she raised on his grandparents'
talks, and wears fire engine red __farm, and learned from \his
lipstick. Her lips dance on her family to worlc for what he
pale face as she mouthes over wanted. He graduated from
and over the introduction in Lafayette College in 1965, marfront of a still camera.
ried his wife Mary Jo, and began
With everyone in place and a career as a school teacher. He
. every microphone tested, the taught for 10 years but now
debate is ready to begin. The concentrates on his job in real

.
.Ru d man
·caut1•o·u·. sly·o p
- t1•m
· 1·st·1·c.

candidateslookattheirnotes,
their campaign managers, and
occasionally at each other. But
the debate does not begin.
Instead of the moderator's ·
words of introduction, comes
silent waiting. The moderator's
mouth continues to move silently, as they wait for the earneraman's signal.
, The waiting is nothing new
to Smith and his campaign crew.
In fact, waiting is symbolic of
where the Congressman's campaign is at right now.
With the November 4 election Jess than one week away,
the republican incumbent ts
winding down his campaign.
The necessary hands have been
shaken, the babies kissed sinerely on their tiny heads, the .
etters mailed and the sp~eches
made.
Now, says campalgn manager
Patrick Pettey, aside from some

estate,andhisjobinCongress.
Smith has served on the
science and technology committee, the small business committee, the select committee on
children, youth and families, and
on a task force for prevention
strategies. Recently, Smith was
awarded the "Golden Bulldog
Award" for supporting republican budget cuts every time. .
"Standby everyone," calls a
voice from behind a camera. The
silence is broken as throats arecleared. Cued, the moderator
begins her introductions as the
camera rolls. After she has
introduced both candidates and
the reporters who will be asking
them questions, she explains
how the debate will run, noting
that there will be three sections.
In the first section, the can-

doing a lousy job pinnfog Rud- proposal to place a nuclear waste
By Leonard Dodge
in Hillsborough, NH last
The race between US Sehator man down on anything. He is site
spring.
Warren Rudman and his demo- avoiding the Seabrook issue,
-"Gramm-Rudman is nothing
cratic opponent for the US because he doesn't want any
but
a farce. The last six years
Senate, Endicott "Chub" Peab- negative votes from it," said
the
Republicans
have doubled
ody is nearly over, but the Barker.
the
deficit,
now
they claim
important event of the cam"There is no basis for that.
'paign is today, election day.
For anybody in the Peabody they're dealing with it. It's.
ridiculous," said Barker.
Despite· the polls showing campaign to accuse Senator
Peabody, 66, and a former
Rudman leading Peabody by a Rudman of beholded to special
Governor
of Massachusetts, was
3-to-1 margin, Peabody's cam- interest its like the pot calling
critized by Jacobson as "einbodpaign is remaining "cautiously the kettle bl~ck," said Paul
ying the political philosophy
optimistic" according to John Jacobson; a spokesman for the of the past-high taxes and
Barker, Peabody's press secre- Rudman campaign. "In fact, spending. He has a sordid record
tary. only $1200 out of a $700,000 as governor of Massachusetts,
"If we win, it will be the campaign came from individuals which was marked by incombiggest upset in the United who work for public service petence. He represents policies
States, it will send a clear companies connected to Sea- which are foreign to the state
mes.~age to Washington, and we
brook," Jacobson said.
NH," said Jacobson.
think we can pull it off," said
The campaign is not domi- of "O
·
b
d
SMITH, page. 7
Barker._
nated by any particular issue,
ur campaign is ase on
The feeling at Rudman head- but rather by personalities and issues, Chub is a fiscal conserquarters is the same. "We are slogans. "We are not stressing vative, he's opposed to Seacautiously optimistic, we are any particular issues, but we are brook, ·opposed to aid to the ,
taking nothing for granted in putting his· record forward contras, which Rudman sup· "The reason we unveiled the
this campaign. The only poll which represents the main ports and voted for. I've got to ticular radio ad is leveled at
hand
it
.
t
o
the
Rudman
people,
Peabody.
A
person
potrays
chicken
is-because we realized
that counts is the one at the stream philosophy of the state .
ballot box," s~id Bob Stevenson, of New Hampshire," said Stev- they are doing a good job Peabody as not knowing w.hat Rudman's strategy was in avoidkeeping people in the dark about state he is in and wondering if ing us, so we decided to smoke
Rudman's press secretary.
enson.
The feelings of both cam"His performance is there for where they stand," said Barker. . there are any other states having him -out. We invited Rudman
However, Rudman's cam- Senate races he can enter. This to debate a dozen times and he
paigns may be "cautiously op- all to examine, its a record of
paign
responded to this charge. ad was '·'actually meant as cheap accepted none," said Barker.
timistic", but the feelings be- frugality in government spend"The reason for this was the
tween the two campaigns may ing, someone who stands for "Senator Rudman stands for shot, a kind of dumb humor "
US
Senate was in session .until
basic
values:
fiscal
frugality,
said
Barker.
'
not be so cordial.
education, protects the efivirThe Rudman campaig~ de- the second week of October and
Rudman' s slogan states "A onment and a strong national individual dignity and respect ·
for constitutional rights. As far fended this · ad by Stevenson . the Senator was in Washington.
Senator we are proud to call our defense," Stevenson said.
own."
"The issue has always been as Seabrook goes, his position descdbing appearances by Peab- He has a six year contract to the
Barker said, "Senator Rud- Senator Rudman's record, his is that it ought to open," said ody with a man dressed in a . people of NH," said Jacobson.
chicken outfit with a shirt on
man is the Senator the Seabrook lack of interest in trying to do Jacobson.
RUDMAN, page 22
Besides charges and count€r- it saying 'Tm "Senator Warren
interests are proud to call their something about the nuclear
charges
leveled
at
each
cam-___
Rudman".
own".
. waste dump and Seabrook," said
"Rudman is ducking the Sea- Barker. Barker was referring · paign, the campaign ads even
brook issue, and the press is to ~he Department of Energy's have a bite to them. One oar1
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NTHES POT
Are you· voting today and .why?

nProbably before I go to
work because I think it's
up to every individual to
elect his or her congressman. That way if you
do_n 't vote, what right do
you have to criticize a
congressman or gov(!rnor?"
-Mark Roper
Senior
History/ Political Science

"No, because I'm registered
at home and I can't get
there from here."
-Elizabeth Vinsel
Senior
Computer Science

'

For
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::C

::C

"Yes I am because I have
an opinion, and this is the
best way to express it."
-Isabel Stanford
Senior Communications

''No, I'm not voting because I'm not registered. ·
I just turned 18 before I
came to school and I haven't had the time. "
-Deb Dodier
Freshman
Undeclared
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h
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ataste of
1-Englntth ...

Cambridge Summer Program
Open House
Tuesday, November 4, 1986
4-6 p.m.
1925 Room, Elliott Alumni .C enter
slides--tea--scones with cream

]
For ·further information:
Cambridge Summer Program
52 Hamilton.Smith Hall
862-3962
H
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SENATE BRIEFS
By Bryan Alexander
The student senate passed
a bill calling for an incentive
system for the pass/fail option.
This system will "permit the
student using the pass/ fail
option to. receive the actual
grade if it excedes the student's
present cumulative gra,de point
average.': ·
·
The vote was unaminous.
Academic Affairs Council
Chairperson Melissa Bulaong
said the bill will encourage
students to work harder with
the pass/fail option. She said
this would benefit both students
and professors.
•Parliamentarian Robert
. Maitner said there is a problem
with attendance at the senate
meetings. He said the constituents ·could not be truly represented unless the senator was in
cosistent attendance.
Maitner said there has been
over 16 senators missing from
each of the past three meetings.
He said this figure was "disgusting" and that action would be
taken against the blata-nt violators.
•Students For the University
C~~ i rperson Elizabeth Gibbs

said she sat on a panel with a
few administrators to receive
questions from parents on Parent's Weekend . She said the
parents' main concern was
housing and the lottery.
"I don't think the parents
walked away satisfied," said
Gibbs. She said the panel was
not able to successfully answer
the questions concerning building a new dorm or restricting
the number of freshman to solve
the problem.
. •Gibbs said the voter regisration drive was very successful.
She said the drive encouraged
300 new students to register,
bringing the campus total 'to
1,000.
•Transit Authority Council
Chairperson Shawn McHugh
reported the Kari-Van total
ridership for this year. He said
the shuttle has seen a "a substantial increase from last year."
He said signs will be posted ·
advertising the shuttle this
week.
•Student Body President Jay
Ablondi said the Greek system
sponsored tricycle race held
Sunday wcis very successful. He
said the event raised over $1000

for the Greek system.
Ablondi said 200-300 students attended the event which
was broadcast over WERZ radio.

•Judicial Affairs Council
Chairperson Debra Lapin said
her council is looking into Dean
of Student Affairs J. Gregg
Sanborn's right to enter a student's room withQut prior warning. Sanborn exercised this right
to look for a pellet gun or a wrist
rocket suspected to be in Congreve Hall.

According to the police report
filed by Lt. Tim Russell of the
Newmarket police department,
the couple mistook the swans
for snow geese ~
The report said two men on
_their way to go oystering met
up with man and a woman who
had obviously just gone bird
hunting at the public boat
landing on .Oyster River Bay in
Newmarket. When asked if they
had had any luck, the couple said
they had shot two snow geese.

Upon inspection, the two
oysterers informed the couple
the dead birds were swans and
not snow geese. They encouraged the couple to inform New
Hampshire Fish and Game. No
report has been filed yet.

Even though the swans were
shot at from a close range with
what Russell assumes was a 12gage shotgun, he sa'd the shooting was "rather stupid, but not

willful destruction of property."
The incident "indicates inex. perience with duck hunting,"
since it would be hard to mistake
a· five-pound snow goose with
a 20-25 pound swan.

In an article that appeared
last Monday 'in Foster's Daily
Democrat, D ick Schanda, the
man who took care of Venus and
Apollo, the two swans, said the
shooting was ' the result of
"criminal mischief," because
they were shot at from such a
close range.

The police have not received
any further leads into .the investigation. Russell said it will
be hard to track the couple down
because people come from all ·
over the state to hunt water fowl
on the bay. It could be "anybody
from anywhere,': Russell said.

CALENDAR
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
Election Day-No exams can be scheduled.
Women's Soccer-at Dartmouth.
Men's Soccer-vs. BABSON, 2 p.111.
French / Italia~ i:ilm -"The Organizer." Room 303, James,
· 3:30 p.m. Adm.iss1on $1.
.

Women's Swimming-:-v·s. Vermont, Field House, 4 p.m.
J\.mne.~ty lnternat~onal Program-Hu~nan rights i~ El.Salva~or

film: And That is Why the State is to Blame. Discuss10n
wit_h Prof. Cliff Wirth, Political Science. Room 128, Ham
Smith, 7 }O p.m. .
UNH Percussion Ensemble-Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
8p.m.
.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Women's Field Hockey-vs. NORTHEASTERN, 0 p.m.
"We thought it was a little
too broad," said Lapin. "Maybe
it gives him a little too much
power."

French/ Italian Film -"The Organizer." Room 303 James
7 p.m. Admission $1.
. '
'
Men's Hockey-vs. Boston University. Snively, 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY,NOVEMBER6
•Student Activity Fee Council Chairperson Warner Jones
said Chris Williams has replaced
Ron Spicer as MUSO president.
He said MUSO is accepting
applications for three open
positions.

C ulprits in bird shooting
mistook swans for geese
. By Deborah J. Robinson
The couple who shot two
domesticated swans in Newmarket last Saturday have not
heen found. There is disagreement as to whether swan shooting were a case of "criminal
mischief," or "inexperience with
. bird hunting."
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Once the hunters have been
found, they will face fines of up
to $1,400 for each bird. The filile
for killing a domesticated animal is restitution (or cost of the
animal) and a fine set by the
presiding judge which can be
as high as $500. The monetary
value of the two swans was
between $800-$900 apiece .

Write letters
to your
.newspaper ·

Chemistry Seminar- "The Synthesis of Vinblastine-Type
Compounds as Anti-Tumor Agents," by Professor Martin ·
Kuefine, University of Vermont. Room L103, Parsons, 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Open to the public.
·
Earth Science-Colloquium - "Quate~nary Geology of Chesapeake
Bay_, " Dr. Steve Colman, OSGS / Woods Hole. Room 119,
James, 4 p.m.
.
.
Illustrated talk and slide show- "The Great Bay Estuary and
the Great Bay Conservation Trust," Dr. William Penhale,
a UNH Manne Docent. Alumni Room, New Hampshire
Hall, 4:15 p.m. _
·
MUSO Film-"FiddJer on the Roof." Strafford1Room MUB
7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, general $2. '
/
'
.'
Alexander Cockburn Lecture-Profound columnist for The
Nation and Wall Street Journal speaking the "The New Cold
War and the US Press." Granite State Room, MUB 7:30
p.m., free admission.
'
MUB PUB-Now Sound Express, 9 p.m.

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi· ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. i
Office _hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
. $24 .()0.Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
_c heck their ads the first day . The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typograph"::al or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which-a typographical error appears, if notified
: immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH , Durham, NH 03824 . 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. -.
-

Although Russell is not sure,
he said it is likely the couple
lived in the area. The report
stated that the canoe attached
to the couple's car was strapped
to the roof without a roof-rack.
Russell said he did not think
people would travel a great
distance with a canoe unless it
was securely attached to a roofrack.

The Great Bay chapter of
Ducks Unlimited, a national
organization, has set up a reward fund for any information
leading to the discovery of the
two hunters. Ed Dugal, head of
the local chapter; said donations
so far have equaled $250. He
said the group is also planning
a fund-raising dinner for sometime in November to increase
the reward amount.

The view from the bridge outsideof Durham on the way to Newmarket. (Mark DesRochers
photo)
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ACAQEMIC

GENERAL

UNH JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD-DIJON,
FRANCE: Informational meeting rega'r ding the
program (with slides), Tuesday, November 4, Scottside lounge of Smith Hall, 2:30 p.m. Information:
Dept. of French and Italian, 862-3856.

TAVOLA ITALIANA: Bring lunch and practice
your Italian. Coffee, tea available. All welcome.
Wednesday, Room 102, Murkland, noon.

GRADUATE SCHOOL WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Non-Traditional Student Program. Presented
by TASk. Is grad school for you? This workshop
will focus on general tips on applying to grad
schools, availability of grad school info. and
suggestions for finding people to help you with
the selection process. Tuesday, November 4, 12:302 p.m. and Wednesday, November 5, 9:30-11 a.m.
Underwood House. Information: 8()2-3647.

CAREER
All the following events are sponsoi;ed by Career
Planning and Placement. ·
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOPS : Find out how
to make the most of your interviews. Attend one
of the two interviewing workshops to be' held:
Wednesday, November 5 and Thursday, November
6, Forum Room, -Library, 7 p.m.,
ORIENTATION FOR SENIORS: Last orientation
of fall semester! Mandatory for seniors and grad
students wishing to interview on campus. Thursday,
November 6, Forum Room, Library, 8-10 a.m.
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Assess your
skills, interests and values and how those factor
into your career. Small group workshop, sign-up
basis only in Room 203, Huddleston Hall.· Limit
10 students. Thursday, Novemper 13, Room 203,
Huddleston Hall, 4:30-6:30 p.m.
SALES AND MARKETING CAREER NIGHT:
Join us in discussion and question~ with four
marketing and sales representatives . Monday, ·
November 10, Fqrum Room, Library, 7 'p .m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 3667 or stop
by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster. All courses are
held in the Stoke Cluster classroom unless otherwise
specified.
SYMPHONY: An integrated applications program.
Includes a brief tutorial on building, editing and
printing ·spreadsheets. Prereq: Farniliavity with
your microcomputer. Monday, Novem_per 10 and
Wednesday, November 12, 9:30 a.m. to noon. Cost:
$6.
.
BEGINNING MS-DOS: Covers features and
facilities available on a typical microcomputer using
this operating system . Prereq: Experience with
another operating system. Wednesday, November
12, 1:30-4 p.m. Cost: $3.
ADMINISTRATIVE VAX INTRODUCTION:
Covers logging onto the VAX, creat.ing and using
subdirectories, arid how symbols and logic_als are
assigned. Prereq : Adminstrative user. Thursday,
November 13, 9:30-11 a.m: Cost: $3 .
LARGE SYSTEM SEMINAR : Text Processing
Utility (TPU) is a high-level programming language
designed specifically for the creation of screen
oriented text editors. Friday, November 14, 2-4
p.m. No charge.

JOIN THE PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Every
Friday for the rest of the seme·s ter, the NonTraditional Student C<;nter will be offering pizza
for $1 a slice. Underwood House, noon to 1 p.m.
FUN-FILLED BOSTON TRIP: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Center Program. Venture with
other non-gradsdeep into the heart of the city on
Saturday, November 8. We, supply transportation;
entertainment is up to you. Bus leaves 8: 15 a·.m.
in front of St.oke Hall and returns 6 p .m.
Reservations a must! Adults: $6; children under
12: $3. Information: 862-3647.
WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION FOR WOMEN FACULTY: To welcome back all returning
and new women faculty. Thursday, November 13,
Gallery, New England Center, 4-6 p._m. Please RSVP
to the Women's Commission by Thursday, November 6. Children are welcome.
AUDITIONS FOR UNIVERSITY THEATER
PREMIERE OF TEMPTATIONS: Open to all
UNH students and -the Seacoast comtpunity;
advance reading material available beginning
November 10 in Room M21 l, PCAC. Auditions,
Sunday, November 23 and Monday, November
24, Hennessy Theater, PCAC, 7:30 p.m.
·

HEALTH
WOMEN, STRESS AND HEALTH : Sponsored
by Health Seryices. Workshop directed towards
specific women's issues: stress and lifestyle
management for women iff'rhe 8'0's . A look at
pressures and possibilities of being a female student
at UNH. Wednesday, November 5, Fairchild Dorm,
7 p.m.
STRESS, RELAXATION AND COPING STRATEGIES: Sponsored by Health Services. An experiential workshop allowing participants to explore
various relaxation techniques and practke individual
coping skills (closed). Wednesday, November 5,
Williamson, 7 p .m.

MEETINGS:
CHESS CLUB MEETING: Newcomers are welcome. Thursday, November 6, Room 19, Ha,m ilton
Smith, 7-9 p.m. Information: Keith, 862-4143.
,STUDENT AMBASSADOR COUNCIL MEETING: Plan for upcoming events . Wednesday,
. November 5, Alumni Center, 5 p.m.
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
MEETING : Nuclear weapons are real. Find out
what you can do to prevent them from, ever being
used. Upcoming events planning including fundraising dance 'f!nd week of education in November.
All welcome. Wednesday, November 5, Hillsborough Room, MUB, _7 p.m.

"
TICKET INFORMATION
GOURMET DINNER II : Tickets for Gourmet
Dinner II, "A Feast Fit for the · King and I" go on
sale for students only, Monday, November ·3.
Remaining tickets will.be sold to the general public
after Monday. Ticket Office, MUB, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.

I

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFJCE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)

~ ···~···· ·· ··· · ·········· · ····· · ·· · ······~··········· · ·· · ··~················ · ············ · ······· · ·:

THE-NEW HAMPSHIRE n eeds
• Arts 8t Features Editor
•Managing Editor
• Editorial Ass't.
•Photo Editor
•News Brief Edi~or
Pick up an applicatio.n in rm. 151, MUB.
···~····· · ·················· · ···· ·· ·· ·· ··· · ·········· ~ ····· · ··· · ····· · ···· · ~···· · ··· · ····· ·· ·····

Greeks pedal
for charity
By Stephanie Scanlon
The rain on Sunday did not
dampen the spirits of 250
Greeks participating in a tricycle
race. Benefits supported the
South East New Hampshire
A.lcohol and Drug Abuse ServICe.
The race took place on Mad'"
bury Road. Police blocked off
a 100 yard stretch from the
corner of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
to Delta Zeta Sorority. The
street was lined with rowdy
spectators and participants. The
WERZ radio van was present
to publicize the event on the air.
Several members of the Greek
President's Council were responsible for the race. Tom
Gamache, the president of Sigma Beta fraternity, organized
the event with the Seacoast
United Way.
.
The Greek presidents decided
it would be a good ~dea .to help
out a cause that affects college
students. ".We wanted to get to
the heart of a prominent issue
and do something good for it,''
Gamache said. ,
The tricycle race was the .
brainchild of Craig Peacock, the
president of Lambda Chi Alpha.
The race was made up of teams
of four people. Each teammate
had to ride the tricycle 25 yards
then the next team member in
line took over. The last team
member crossed the finish line.
Fifty-nine teams entered the
race. All of the teams were made
up of Greeks.
"We tried to get the' dorms
involved but none of them
ent~'red · a l~ team," , said Kim
Lincoln, presiqent of Alpha Xi
Delta.
Each team paid a $10 entrance
fee. Individual team members
were asked to find sponsors.
A
. lpha Phi :ollected.a grand _total ·
of $246.25 m donations and won ,
a pizza party compliments of
Domino's Pizza.
Once the teams officially
entered, they were divided into
five heats. The winners of each .
heat ·a dvanced to the quarterfinals. Through the process of
elimination, the winners progressed to: the f inat.s. ·

, The races were aanounceq by
Jane Freidlandet, the president
of Delta Zeta, with help from
Jay Ablondi, the Student Body
president and Sigma Beta brother. Freidlander announced the
rules of the race before the
cyclists began. The only rules
were that the cyclists had to sit
on the tricycle seat and keep
th,eir feet on the pedals.
Jay Ablondi, and Scott Power,
the president of Alpha Tau
Omega, demonstrated the art
of tricycling for the participants
who had not ridden the little
three-wheeled bikes since kindergarten. When the race began,
many of the oversized Greeks
tipped
over. They found tricycle
1
riding more difficult than they
remembered. Some of the tricycles broke and became warped
from the oversized college students.
,
"This is a dangerous sport,"
Ablondi said joHngly over the
microphone as the Greeks
struggled to 'g et their tricycles
over the finish line.
Alpha Phi's Mighty Midgets
and the Demolition Dee Zee's
made it to ·the finals. Alpha Phi
had difficulty controlling their
tricycle, resulting in a victory
for Delta Zeta. The members
of the w i!lning team were Deena
Gangloff, Jacque Johnson, Brenda Briggs and Michelle Charland. The winners got to express
their joys of victory on WERZ.
Since t})ejr was no third place
winner, Sigma Phi Epsilon
challenged Sigma Beta for the
remaining title.· Loren Rocker
of Sigma .Beta, accepted the
challenge on behalf of his team.
The challenge resulted in a win
for Sigma Beta as they tricycled
their way to victory and took
over the third place position.
· Prizes were awarded to the
three winners of the race. The
first place prize, awarded to the
Delta Zeta's, was a gift certificate for the Hot Tub Shop in
Portsmouth . Second place,
which went 'to the 'Alpha Phi
runner rups·, were ·four albums
or tapes from Jodi's. The third
place prize of pizza, compliTRICYCLE, page 22
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SMITH
(con.d nued from page 3)
didates will answer questions
from the journalists, in the
seconq they will 'challenge· each
other, and in the thir.d will
answer questions people .have
submitted .to the station. Each
.candidate gets one minute for
opening remarks.- Demers goes
·first as he won the toss ot a coin.

- Students and parents enjoying Saturday's football squeaker. (Mark DesRochers photo)

the one hand all he wants to do
is help people like he feels he
has in the past. And on the other
hand he has strong view~_ on
issues such as Seabrook, acid
rain, Star Wars and social security. He will fight vehemently
for what he feels is right.

In his simpl~ way,. he is a .doThe candidates argued over
subjects such _as Seabrook, ed- gooder ·for the American public.
ucation, the elderly and the He believes, using common
environment. Demers, looking· sense, he best represents his
boyish next to the gentle giant people, and doesn't understand
Smith was quick to accuse Smith how others can not think as he
of such things as vacationing does since he ac.ts in the best
when he should have been at · interest of everyone, all the
a hearing in New Hampshire, time.
.wanting to phase out social
security, and not representing
The 1986 Almanac of AmerNew Hampshire's interests on
ican
Politics refers to New•
environmental issues.
Hampshire voters as "an odd'
mixture of back-country Yan. But Smith was quick to rebut, kees and high-tech engineers.
questioning where Demers got If this mo.Id is true Bob Smith,
his facts, and occasionally chuc- with the values he developed
kling. "This is kind of fun," on his grandparents' farm in
New Jersey may just be the man
Smith said after one rebuttal.
Smith comes across as con- · to lead these people for another
fident in his ways. His goals are term in Congress. But for now,
both simple and complex. ~n they'll just have to wait and see.

offering quality used clothing
at bargain prices :

St.

George'~

Church
Thrift Shop

open Thursdays 10-5
Main Street, Durham

Fraternity brothers thr?w safety and personal pride to tl\e wind for charity. (Stu Eva!1s photo)
.

,

. Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your
_name in print

.THISYEAR
PUTAN ENDTOYOUR
DEADLY K"Blt

II

Call Domino's Pizza and
start counting. We've
become· the world's
largest pizza delive,.Y
company because we
always make a quality
pizza and deliver it in
less than 30 minutes.
We'll deliver your hot,
delicious pizza in 30
minutes or less, or you'll
receive $3.00 off the
price of your order.
Domino's Pizza Delivers~
guaranteed!

()ff£ cl111d. ,~
(J,oeJ. rt()f,l •
DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS®
FREE.
.

868-6230

.

Great

Am .

..

IAMERICAN

encan Smokeout-Nov.20 t~~~

Durham Shopping Cent~r
Hours
11 a.m.-1 a.m. Sun. - Thurs.
11 a.m.-2 a.m. Fri. - Sat.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
C>1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Bring order to the Middle East.
If your term paper on The Middle East
Crisis is suffering its own border skirmishes,
we recommend a Macintosh~
With programs like Think Tank~you
can build exhaustively detailed outlines that
prevent the rewriting and retyping that can
tum a six day.war into a three month project.

Another example of how Macintosh
helps students work smarter, quicker and more
creatively.
And the beauty of Macintosh is, you don't
have to know diddley about computers
to use one. If only Kissinger had it
this easy.

Cf" 1985 Apple Computer Inc Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademark<; of Apple Computer, Inc Macintosh 1s a traremark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc and 1s bemg used with 1ts express penm~1on
Thmk Tank 1s a trademark of L1v111g V1deotext Inc

As a full time faculty, staff or student at UNH, you are eligible to purchase a Macintosh
Computer at a discount rate through Apple University program. For more information
call Rick at 742-5865, 4-10 pm.
Macintosh Plus Computers are part of the new DISCovery program here at UNH.
. To be eligible to use this new UNH resource sign up for an orientation session now
at the Stoke Hali and McConnell Hall clu~ters.
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Student works to prevent DWI

(continued from page 1)
are concerned that courses only
. Wilcox also said the present
meet three hours a week and still
system was "confusing" to those
~ receive fo1:1r credits," said Wil-. outside the University. He said
cox.
the most important objective
According to Hersh, the Unifor the committee was to develversity has received many comop "really strong methods of
plain ts from trustees, em- checking how much work is
ployees, parents and students
being dqne" in each class. Wil· ·that the present system does not
cox said he hopes the committee
give students a maximum edwill contrive a plan that will
ucation.
satisfy everyone.
·
"I heard that some students
"My dearest hope, whatever
- were graduating and didn't feel ' the solution, is that it really be
that they were pushed to their
a solution and this is the last
full limit," said Melissa Bufaong,
committee to study this issue,"
chairperson ofthe Academic
said Wilcox.
Senate. Bulaong said sh-e be· Seve.ral students do not see
lieves "YOU make what you want
a problem with the current
,o ut of this (University)."
course credit policy.
·:. Other members of the UniKenny Stout a freshman anvers,ity community responded
thropology major, said he is
'similarly.
opposed to lengthening class
"The education system will
time by ten minutes. ''I'd just
· improve when students decide get tired," he said. "Teachers
they want to broaden their pack a lot of information into
· sources of information by readan hoqr."
W iilard Kamishlian, a 2 3
.ing about the world in newspapers and magazines ... and take a year-:old ·transfer student from
cyear's educat-ion abroad," said Albany U niver5ity said he
_Cliff Wirth, associate professor . thinks students spend enough
.
- of political science.
time studying outside of class.
Wilcox pointed put that stu"I get -much more outside work
dents have the option of taking ' assigned in my classes here,"
five courses a semester, but that KamishJian said.
in:dependent study time was
"I think the whole thing is
important. Wilcox said students
silly," said one student who'
should spend in-depth study wished to remain anonymous.
time on each course outside the
"The system's good the way it
is."
'
classroom.
"We're not in high school
anymore," Wilcox said.
I

*word Association

By Elizabeth Cote
Patricia Smigielski, UNH
junior, is working to prevent
drunk driving in New Hampshire.
Smigielski has recently been
promotecf to Research Supervisor of the DWI Prevention
Council, a .small non-profit
organization combating drunk
driving through public aware ness.
" This promotion has given
me a higher degree of responsibility," said Smigielski. "This
summer I supervised a staff of
three people. We went to Concord to review DWI com plaints."
Smigielski also attends DWI
court cases,,and analyses state
reports. She said, "I act as envoy
for the Prevention Council." ,
From her research, Smigielski
compiles statistics of average
blood alcohol content, age of
.offender, age of victim, time of
day, and convictions . .She said,
"I design a graph and pass it on
to the graphic artist. Leo
Spenser (Director of the Prevention Council) uses the graphs
to support his statements."
The Council's res<:;arch shows

that over ·the past ten .years
Smigielski said her work with
drunk drivers ages 16-25 are. the prevention council has
- respons'ible for 55 percent of changed the way she thinks. "I
DWI fatalities. Most fatalities don't stay out late on weekends.
happen in June, time of many It's dangerous." She also said
school graduations. Saturday is she is frustrated by attitudes
the worst day of the week for about drunk driving. "People
fatalites and llp.m. until 1 a.m. think, Tm not going to get
the worst time of the day.
·
caught, nobody is going to get
Assistant Director of the hurt.' " She said, "It makes me
Prevention Council Pat Rain - angry."
' both said, "We ha~e a crisis
oriented office. When there is
a crash everything is devoted
to that." She said , "Patty· is
Smigiels_k i ~tarted working
terrific. She's very competent."
Smigielski said she enjoys her for the prevention Council two
job. "Everybody p"itches in to years ago as a work study
help. It's like a big family."
· student. She said she chose the
The DWI Prevention Council job because it fit . into her
was, founded in 1982 by Leo schedule and seemed different
Spence1" after his son was killed
by a drunk driver. Spencer
sought and receiyed funding than working ·in a dining hall
from the New Hampshire High- , kitchen. She said the job relates
way Safety Department.
to her psychology major. 'Tm
Since 1982 the Prevention hoping to be an industrial
Council has been active in public psychologist which deals with
awa;eness campaigns anded- statistic's and reports. All that
ucauon for school age children. I've done at the Prevention
The Council plans to publish Council, I can use-in my portits first issue of "Sobering folio."
·
News" next month.

-a
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' (603) 659-6447

Word Processtng • fyping • Tra~scription
Durham, New Hampshire

OFFICE WITH AVIEW
-- ~

Real youth_rninis&ry is no& ·
· . all fun & eornes.
Find out how to cope with. the questions
youths are asking. Write today for more
informatidn about our youth ministry program
at Gordon•Conwell Theological Seminary,
South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982. Or
cell ua natlonwl• .t 1-800-GCTS-FAX;
looally at 1-617-468-7111,

Ii Each year ·a million children run
away from home.
• Experimentation with cocaine has
doubled in·lhe last ten years among
high school students.
• Over a hail million youths attempt
suicide each .y ear.

~ Th«>lopic•I Seminory-s nOl diocrimin•M on llMlbosls

CONTACT YOUR FULL-TIME
PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVE:

r----------------~

ACNH/Y

I would like...

The needs are abvious and overwhelming,
placing great pressure on you as a youth
leader. Prepare to work in a church or
"
parachurch organization. Get involved with
· group homes, camping specialities, speciality
counseling or missions. Uordon-Conwell
Seminary's youth ministry program invites
several levels of participation - from the
pastor who wants to know more about youth
to the fulllime youth worker seeking
professional status. We maintain a strong
affiliation with Young Life.
Gordon-Conwell puts the Bible at the
center of all its programs. We hold a firm
stance on the inerrancy of Scripture. You'll find
this strength in what we offer: four degree
programs - Master of Divinity, Master of
Religious Education, Master of Arts in
Theological SIUdies· arid Doctor of Ministry each with its own range of options.

.
The Peace Corps is an -e xhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetirvie.
·
_
· .,, - Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth thHire looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world. . .
·
· ·
lnternationa·I firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledg·e mastered during Peace Corps ·
service.

_
_

a catalog & 8Allicati0n '
lo talk with a representati~e

_
_

to vis~ the campus
other _ _·--~---
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Name

Address
City _ - _ _ Stale _
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Zip Code _
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Undergraduate School _ _ _ _ _
Year of Graduation
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l~EOLOGICAL
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,9,SMINABY
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.

;etiorlel °'ethnic•origin, -
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Randy Maclbnald
Uni;v ersity of New. Hampshire
W:Ylfe House, GroUnd Flcx::>r
(Next- to Campus M~nistry)
O~fice! (603) 862-1880

Home: (603) 868-3492

I

II
I
I

L----------------~

olfllr,

.

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love .
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Send the
award-winning

New Hampshire
to

Mom

and Dad I

They cried when they dropped you off at UNH, but
they can still keep in touch with a subscription to

The New Hampshire
•scores & pictures of games •campus news
Only $24.00 fora year's ·
•arts & te:atures
.subscription
•curre~! issues at UNH
-Stop by Room 108 MUB
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Liberal Arts Departme nt adds a new minor
By Lorine Kovachi
Faculty members from the
Philosophy, History, Science
and Psychology departments are
seeking student participants for
a new minor called "The History
'l
· nee,,
o f Ph 1 osop h y o f Soe
·
The "His'tory of Philosophy
of Science" differs from another
new minor offered by the University, "Technology, Society,
and Values." However the two
new minors have common
courses such as: "History of
Science," "Science, Technology,
& Society," and "Philosophy of
Natural Science."
Professor of Philosophy, Tim
Triplett, will teach "Science,
Technology, & Society" next
spring for both minors. He said
his interest really lies more in

the "Technology, Society and William Woodward and Knoth,
Professors of Philosophy Dusek
Values" (T.S.V.) -minor.
Triplett said "The two minors and Triplett, and others. There
have some overlap of focus, are also newly hired faculty of
that~s why there's overlap of the Whittemore school who
courses. T .S.V. is more contem- ha_ve expresed an interest in the
porary in that it deals more with mrnor.
Dusek said currently the
current tec;hnological factors
d h
f
· minor belongs in the Liberal
an t eir e feet on today's
Arts College, but it possibly
society.,,
might
extend to other schools
Val Dusek, Professor of Philosophy explained the general of the University. He said
scope of the History and Phi- "UNH is unique in having a
losophy of Science minor. He graduate program in historical
said the minor is not really new. psychology, in which we have
Dusek said the minor had not two exceHent professors, ieary
been active until now because and Woodward, who are trarnea
the Liberal Arts department in the history of sdence."
now has a fu_ll complement of
So far, the courses offered for
united faculty with an interest this minor are: "The Great
in it.
Psy~~ologists," "~~i~~-~_()p~hy _ of
This faculty group consists
o{Historian of Science, Kuriya. ma Profe~sors Q_{ Psvcholoi!v .

..............

Natural Science," "Science, ·
Tech., and Society."
·
Some of the basic themes of
this minor are the change over
time -in scientific thought and
methods, the change in the
scientific method of different
sciences throughout history, and
a focus on great men of science
and what they have contributed.
Dusek said "The combination
of history and philosophy brings
about a relationship between
the type of thought in natural
and social science, and literature
thought."
According to Dusek the "History and Philosophy .of Science"
is a new view of science, it sees_
science as a part of culture; a
part ofm_~n's overall develop-

ment in time. He said the minor
offers a new view of science in
that it looks beyond the facts
and sees science as human
activity brought out through
time. The · minor teaches a
humanitarian view of science.
Af terall, Dusek said, one needs
knowledge of the history of a
field before one can fully uncderstand and appreciate it.
Currently one student has
expressed an interest in this
minor. The faculty said they
hope the news of the minor will
spread, resulting in increased
interest of stud~nts and faculty.
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Mock evacuatio n
held at Seabrook

~

. arch has crossed the Rocky
By Mary Beth Lapin
Mountains,
deserts and the
On Nov. 15, 20 students in
reat Plains and at times has
the UNH Coalition Disarmament and Peace will . join "The ·nearly died out due to lack of
Great Peace March for Global funding. Despite setbacks and
Nuclear Disarmament" in Wa- grueling miles through unplea., shington D.C. to pace out the sant geographical locations the
·last inile of a 32 35 mile trek marching contingent will arrive
at it's final destination, the
(;across the nation.
;,~ The Peace March began in capit9l building, on March 15.
\Los Angeles on March 1. The
PEACE, page 24

•• • •
•

•

•
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Students walk la$t
mi)e for peace

··-

•••

In-Hou se Art Dept

603/431-8319

John Kyte for N.H. Yankee said
if the plans were not submitted
in a months time the nuclear
company would start looking
into other options for licensing
the plant. One of the options
included plans to submit the
company'~ evacuation plans to
the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
"The Seabrook nuclear plant's
containment structure is built
to withstand a crash of a FB-111
from Pease Air Force Base," said
Kyte. "The plant is able to
withstand earthquakes two and .
a half times greater than anything that's ever occured here,"
said Kyte in reference to the
concerns of an accident occuring
at the plant.
Durham director of Civil
Defense David Walker h~s
evacuation plans for the t~wn
of Durham. Walker said he
would work in conjunction with
UNH officials in an emergency.
Walker is also the director of
Public W or~s. He said the plans
were the same plans that would
be followed in the event of war,
or a natural disaster.

••

•••

Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items

By Pano Brooks
Last Sunday members of the
Committee to Save New Hampshire an anti-nuclear political
group, staged a mock evacuation
from the gates of the Seabrook
nuclear plant.
After leaving the nucle.ar
plant, the group held a sile~t
vigil at Governor Sununu s
residence in Salem.
"We are going to vigil atJo~n
Sununu's house to appeal to him
to withdraw his Seabrook evacuation plan," said Kurt Ehrenberg of the Committee JO Save
NH.
"If we don't start up the
nuclear plant, we don't need an
evacuation plan," said Ehren- '
berg. The purpose of the group's
mock evacuation was to dramatize their concern with a plan
that asks them to leave their
homes and seek shelter in
Salem.
Governor Michael Dukakis
of Massachusetts -continues to
delay the licensing of the Seabrook plant by refusing to turn
in evacuation plans.
Public information manager
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Smith provides ethnic tastes
By Catherine Rosenquist
How would you like to try
Baklava from Greece? Quesadillas from Mexico, Ceviche a
Latin American seafood dish,
or Russian teacakes?
All this, and more will be
served at the International
Luncheon on Friday, November
14, from 11-3 in Smith Hall, the
international center on campus.
Becky Sterret and Ivan Brenes
are chairpersons of the luncheon
this year.
_
Sterret said the luncheo'n is
an "excellent way to interact
with foreign students and sample international cuisine. The
luncheon is a good opportunity
for people to ·s ample food of the
countries in which they are
interested."
. Countries at the luncheon will
include: Finland, Germany, Russia, France, Pakistan and many
others, said Sterret.
The luncheon will be run on
a coupon system. Coupons can
be purchased at the door in
denominations of 25 or 50 cents.
These coupons then will be used
by guests to purchase food.
Sterret said the coupons can be
purchased ahead of time in
Smith Hall. "They would make
a great gift for a friend and will .
speed up service in line."
Sonia Parshad, who was in
charge of the luncheon last year
said "The purpose of the luncheon is mainly an outreach
from students. We want students to realize the Smith is not

-

CENTER
(continued from page ·2)

to organize workshops in time
management, study skills, f inancial aid, resume writing_,
math anxiety, paper writing and
exam strategies.
·
November activities include
a graduate sch~ol workshop,
pizza lunches, a Boston trip, a
toy party and a stress management workshop.
The Non-Traditional Student
Center hours are MondayThursday, 8:30-6 and Friday,
8:30-3. Stop by the center with
your favorite book, some serious
work or just to chat. Dates and .
times for November activities
and information regarding the
center itself can be found by
calling The Non-Traditional
Student Center at 862-3647.

just a dorm, it's a resource on
campus."
Last y<rnr over 700 people
attended the event. Smith Hall
council is giving $250 this year
for the luncheon.

.,..

. Ster~et said clubs on campus, .
rncluding the French Club,
German Club, Russian Club and
Spanish Club are getting involved. Organ_iza~ions _interestLUNCHEON, page 24
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LET US DO THE COOKING
TUESDAY-:NOVEMBER 4
Al Fredo w/ Tri-color Rotine
Calzone
Cream of Vegetable
Tortellini Soup
Almond Creme

WEDNESDAY-NOVEMBER 5

Domino's Pizza, the world's largest
pizza delivery company, is now hiring
delivery drivers. If you are 18 years
old, have a valid driver's license,
automobile insurance, a good driving
record, and acces!; to a car, you can:
• Make an average of $5-$8 an hour.
• Enjoy the freedom of being on the
road.
• Work flexible houm.
• Be part of the excitement of the .
world's fastest-growing pizza
deli"e_ry company.

Barley & Mushroom Pie
Sausage in Polish Sauce
Cream of Spinach .
Honey Cake
.-

---

To apply, stop in your local Domino's
Pizz~ $tore today or call 868-6230

~--

.....

®

16,278 to choose from-all
subjects

Order catalog today with
Visa/MC or COD
in Calif. (213) 477-8226

Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN,
_Los Angeles, CA 90025
'

Custom research also
available-all levels

A MACAO FUTON IS.SOMETHING TO
COME HOME TO.

Zucchini Quiche
American Chop Suey
Corn Chowder
Chicken Noodle
Apple Pie

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 7
Let the MUB staff prepare
lunch for you.

MONDAY-November 10

What flower
derives its name
fiom an Old Italian
wotdmemllng
RISIARCH PAPIRS
complexion? ·
or rush $2.00 to:

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 6

(Hint: See our in-store displny for answer.)

If you can name the flower, well give you a special
bunch of flowers free with any purchase of $3.00 or
more- whether its a gift for a fiiend or just for you--,because you 're special, too! Just bring this ad with ·
. you when you visit our shop.

Give flowers to someone special. Yourself.

. .·@·- ..
- ._
.· ..
tJNl!t
rn1 nfnla. llPPiSll hill . ~
- ~Jll~J 1ree1h11s1s.11c. 0 "'"
835 Central Ave., Dover, NH

Phone: 742-2060

...I

Vegetable Fettucini
Lousianna Chicken
N.E. Clam Chowder
Marshmallon Mud Cake

PISTACHIO'S
The Best Scoop in Town}}
_LOW LOW Price-HIGH QUALITY
We have HEATH BAR!!
CHECK US OUT!!!!
11

MUB NIGHT GRILL
SPECIALS ·
Monday-: Hamburner
Tuesday-Grilled Ham & Cheese
Wednesday-BLT
Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwich.
-ONLY .75Also, Check out the low price dinner specials!!
HOURS: M-W 3:30-9:30
THURS. 'til 8:30

GOODIE PACKAGE
Show a friend you care with one of our Goodie Packages .
CAKES, COOKIES, FRUIT BASKETS
Order Today!!
Delivered anywh~re on Campus.
CALL: 862-2046 .

MUB MARKETPLACE
. Tuesday & Wednesday: Central American Imports-Balcony
Weqnesday: Imported Wool Sweaters-outside Strafford'
Room
Thursday & Friday: Handknit Wool Sweaters-balcony
I
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Editorial
Student Senate vs. the·· drug policy
It has taken a long time, but the stuClent
.senate has enacted legislation opposing
'the new drug and alcohol policy. Students
have been expressing their opposition to
the policy all semester.
The policy, yet another summer decision,
was flawed from the start. The policy laid
down some harsh penalties for those
students caught with drugs or caught selling
drugs. Alleged student offenders must call
their parents and inform them of their
misdeeds. Students must also identify the
person who sold them the drugs . Any
student caught trafficking will automatically
be sus pe'nded or dismissed.
All of this came as news to the student
body when they returned to campus in
September. Perhaps the most disturbing

aspect of these policy revisions is· that ,
student leaders were never asked to have
input into the changes. Student Body
President Jay Ablondi was in Durham all
summer, as was Student Body Vice President
Barbara Cerreta.
The distance between the Dean of
Students' off ices in Huddleston Hall and
the student senate off ices in the MUB is
quite short. A phone call takes even less
effort. The fact that Dean of Students J.
Gregg Sanborn' never even informed any
student leaders of the changes he was
making is both unfortunate and insulting.
Did Sanborn think student leaders would
not have been able to offer any intelligent
input? Perhaps the changes were kept secret
because student reaction to the new policy

would be predictably unfavorable.
The student senate has now attacked the
parts of the policy that they probably would
have opposed over the summer. It would
have saved quite a bit of time and aggravation if students were involved in the
original .decision-making process.
Students deserve input into the decisions
that are going to, affect their lives at the
University. In the case of the drug policy
they were denied that input, and such a
denial was wrong. The student should be
applauded for defending the students' views.
The administrators who devised the policy
should be questioned for not asking for
and welcoming these views.

Hersh

The present governor pays a
system, and one would hope that threatens to engulf a farge part of
·accountable for the actions of a few.
the people participating now and the state. John Andrews, executive great deal of _lip service to "qrn1lity
I would encourage all students
in the future will cl.o so 'because of dire.c tor of the N.H. Municipal of life" -in fact he rarely misses an
to ask themselves, do they want to
the important function of SAFE- Association, compares the gr6wth opportunity to use the phrase which
be part of an institution that does
To the editor:
RIDES,
hot merely because it makes phenomenon to a tornado: "You presumably refers to the traditional
not
treat
its
undergraduates
as
Last Sunday evning Dr. Richard
can't see the funnel building up in lifestyle, the town .commons, the
their organization look good.
Hersh, Vice President of Academic responsible adults? I would like to
the distance. It touches down here lake shore and the mountains and
Affairs, spoke to the Student Senate remind you that it is the students'
Rebecca E. Riecks and there. It causes, in a sense, yet his administration has done
money that perpetuates this Uniabout issues concerning students
devastation. It sucks up existing practically nothing to help control
versity. It is also our money that
and academics. The drug policy was
institutions, lifestyles, and deposits and direct the growth that is fast
pays
Dr.
Hersh's
salary,
so
he
can
one of the issues that came up. Dr.
something else from away. Most replacing cows with condos and
tell us that we are not individuals.
Hersh spoke about treating the
people sit there and watch it and meadows with malls.
In conclusion, if Dr. Hersh says
student as an adult who should be
hope it doesn't touch down on their
Growth and development will
the administration is interested in
held responsible for his/ her actions.
house, in their neighborhood. But ip.evitably occur rro matter who is
actually
improving
and
working
However as we know it is the policy
To the Editor:
eventually , it does." Unplanned governor but if we are to preserve
with students in its efforts to curtail
This past week I was informed growth creates massive traffic jams, what is best in New Hampshire,
of this University to maintain the
th~
drug
problem
here
at
the
that a picture of myself along with crowded schools and threatens growth must be planned and manright to contact the student's parsome friends appeared in the water supplies as well as creating aged and the state must provide the
ents if they deem it important. I · University, I suggest that they start
by treating the undergraduates as
October 21st issue of The New a host of other environmental necessary leadership. If this is not
see an inherent contradiction in
an equal individuals, who carry with
Hampshire with an article title problems.
Hersh's position. On one hand, he
done in the opinion of · Sarah
them their state given right.
"The Hazards of Bouncing Drunks"
views us as adults, yet on the other
And what has the state done to Thorne, a land specialist with the
Jason Sachs
and a caption "while the crowd aid the cities and town in coping Society for the Protection of N.H.
he feels our parents need to be
Student Senate
continues to swill." First I would with this development? The Forests, "We will find the prosperbrought in.
like to say that Mr. Brook's article answer-very little. Instead of of- ing economic climate gone. The
· I directed this questio-n to Dr.
was in good taste. There is a fering technical assistance to re- tourists gone. Interest in moving
Hersh. His response, however was
problem with the actual removal gional and local planning boards, to the state will be gone." In other
disappointing. Mr, Hersh expressed
of drunks from bars.'What I did not Sunurm's chief planning tool is the
to the Senate that he felt that we,
like was having my picture asso- pair of scissors he uses to cut ribbons
the undergraduates, ,were not
let~rs;<ec1ge.\!_J
To the Editor:
';:_: .. ·
;_.... '·r-t ' · ~-*~ .... ,".. . :."'>~
ciated
with bouncing drunks and
"adults." Hersh believes and so do
I rec'e n-tly picked up a copy of
as !:ie opens the gates for growth.
a
swilling
crowd.
If
you
look
closely
. I that between the ages of seventeen
Granite State Greek, to read on the
and twenty-four, people go through
front page about "Greek Saferides you will see tht there are 7 people
a time of "adjustment,' ' a time of
Program Rolls at UNH ." Being a in the picture and only four beer
self discovery. Where Hersh and
driver for the UNH/ ORHS SAFE- glasses on the bar; two of which
I differ is that these "adjustments,"
RIDES Program, I resent the are empty. I see no harm in getting
should not affect my ability to make
implication that SAFERIDES is together with.a couple .of friends
a rational decision about issues
DAVID C. OLSON, Editor-in-Chief
affiliated with the Greek system. and having a few beers on a Friday
concerning my body.
I do not personally believe in, nor afternoon. This picture has no right
being
associated
with
an
article
of
PETER A .KATZ, Managing Editor
LISA SINATRA, Managing Edi.tor
My next question to Hersh was
do I wish to be associated with the
MARLA G. SMITH, News Editor
MARYBETH LAPIN, News Editor
if the state of New Hampshire, as
Greek system at UNH. While it may this type. I hope in the future you
PAUL
TOLME,
Sports
Editor
JAMES
CARROLL, Features Editor
will
use
pictures
that
are
pertinent
. well as the United States, recognizes
be true that some of the people
STU EVANS , Photo Editor
MARK DESROCHERS, Photo Editor
to the story at hand such as drunks
me as a full fledged citizen, able
participating in SAFERIDES may
KRISTEN RUSSELL, Business Manager
to fight for my co untry , be full y be members of fraternities and . coming out of the State Street
CARRIE F. KEATING, Advertising Manager
Saloon.
prosecuted by the law, and vote , sororities, not all are, and I find
Gregg Goostray
Advertising Associates Andrea Koch
how can the administration treat
it very offensive that credit seems
Chris HeisenbEjrg
Kristin Lilley
Chris Germain
Robert T . Coppins
me differently? What does Dr.
Gall Hendrickson
A.my McKinney
Joseph Nelson
to be given to the Greek system for
Rick Kampersal
Stacey Rockwell
Paul ·Ratcliff e
Hersh know about 18-year-olds that
the program by the author of the
Peter A. Katz
Asst Business Manag- Kristin Rogers ·
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Unive~sity Forum
Nuts from the 9verground a'nd Bolts frorrl the Blues
By Claude 9aswell
Hie ho, Syntax!-the average freshman writes
again. My 401 teacher did not appreciate my latest
average efforts to express my average self. My
teacher, known to us average victims as Professor
X, must have a degree in off-the-wallogy . Dic;ln't
like my papers on sports, drinking, or the breakup
of my last seven relationships. Prof. X said to write
something different, something where I had to
think, something common and everyday but with
"perspective."
·
So I wrote about something that means a lot to
me: the saying, "Have a nice day." I really launched
into this exciting subject with all the average passion
of a dedicated nonwriter forced to write-and I
wrote in the style they taught me in high school:

Most people in society agree that most people
like. to have a nice day. Some people would disagree
with this, but they are not the majority. I believe
that people would rather have a day that is nice
,than a day that is not nice. That's only common
sense. Webster defines common sense as something
most people have. It's fairly common, like wanting
to have a nice day, and is something most of us
have, well, in common. So, -therefore, saying ''have
a nice day" is good because it is wishing someone
something that most people want to have. .
Several examples of occasions when people
especia~ly like to hear 'rhave a nice day" are when
they are having their groceries bagged, when they
are having their gas tank filled, or when they are
having their teeth cleaned. As we can see from these
examples, "have a nice day" can make any situation
better.
In conclusion I would like to say that I don't see
what's wrong with wishing someone a nice day.
Society and the world and life as a whole would
be far better if people did good things like having
nice days or at least telling each other to have them.
And I thank God that I live in a country where we
have the right to say rrhave a nice day.
JJ

I could tell my paper was bad by the way Prof.
X said "focus" and "potential" so many times
through clenched teeth in conforence. "It's too
general, not enough details," said Prof. X vaguely,
"so why don't you get away from this 'high school
theme' style and tell a -story?" In the magic kingdom

of 401 this is called "narrative." OK, anything to
appease the gods of gradepoint. So I wrote a story
with' details till I puked, but I no longer felt like
having a nice day:

It was a dark and filthy nigQt. Sludge and earwax
covered the city in a hairnet of gloom, and the pollen
count was way off the scale. It was a night for
festering, killer laundry and evil, green ba·cteria
that fornicate eight million times an hour in the
back of the refrigerator and do an obscene polka
in the tupperware.
'
Cats and dogs and an 'occasional penguin were
howling down outside Clarissa's window as she
settled iri for a long night on the sofa, somewhere
between decomposition and the late show, when
the thought struck her like a hot kiss at the end
of a wet fist. Every single person she had seen that
day had looked just to the left of her wretched,
bloodshot eyes, like they were looking at a video
of Don Johnson at Disney World, and said, rrHave
a nice day." But she hadn't had a nice day. Infact,
it was the worst day in an infinity of tortured days
that would have tried the ,patience of Casper the
' Friendly Ghost.
· Clarissa's cat had had a sudden, vicious attack
of some kind of tropical intestinal virus in the vicinity
of Clarissa's grocery coupons and had rendered
them useless to both God and man. The government
had sent her a letter telling her that her body odor
violated the Geneva agreements on germ war/are.
And her mother had called. ·On her deathbed. To
tell Clarissa with her last breath what a rotten,
ungrateful daughter she· was -and to rrhave a nice
day."
,
Suddenly Clarissa's few remaining teeth were
rattled by a terrific knocking at the door. Dumping
her scalding cocoa in her lap and drop-kicking the
cat into the tropical fish tank, Clarissa let out a
scream that broke several Ming vases a block away.
It was her landlord. He said, rrYour rent check
bounced, your apartment stinks up the whole city,
and I'm kicking you out- oh yeah, have a nice 1day."
Clarissa's plea at the murder trial was self-defense
in the face of homicidal hypocrisy.
In conference Prof. X let out a long sigh, looked
at me through moist eyes, and said, "This is not

a fiction course. You've got to write essays. You've
got to enter the discourse of the University." I said,
"I thought I was entered in discourse. In fact, if
I don't pass discourse, m_y parents will kill me. By
the way, what is an essay?" Prof. X told me nobody
really knows what an essay is, but it's not fiction.
Great. I'm beginning to wonder just who is average.
So I took a shot at an essay, but I felt like taking
a stab at Prof. X. By now I despised the phrase I
used to love:

rrHave a nice day." One of the most noxious verbal
infections ever to ooze out of the bowels of California,
probably from some creva-sse in the San Andreas
Fault. It ranks in its mealy-mo.µ thed, hackneyed
power to deaden any chance of human contact right
along with: "Smile! It only takes half as many muscles
to smile as to frown!" Then there's always: rrother
than that, Mrs. Lincoln, how was the play?"
We can only imagine with awe scenarios which
would be forever brightened with that cheery rrhave
a nice" phrase. The Devil at the gates of Hell as
he pitchforks you into an endlessness of pain: rrHave
a nice damnation!" Hitler as· a conductor on the
train to the death camps: rrHave a nice shower!"
Or how about Red Cross workers in Ethiopia
dispensing I ood to starving children: rrHave a nice
meal!"
Consider the vision of a nation of overfed people
speaking to each other in pre-packaged jingles wfJile
their own deepest yearnings and the world's greatest
possibilities go unspoken. This has a sense of loss,
a sense of betrayal of a strong and noble people's
character ... a people who have important things
to talk about but are left deaf and mute by plastic
phrases and credit card spirits.
Prof. X looked at me coldly in conference and
said, "I don't believe you really wrote this."
Wonderful. I may not pass this course, but at least
I'm learning what not to write.

Claude Caswdl is a doctoral student in the English
Department and a 401 teacher.
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R.E.M. Ha lf Dead, Ha lf Liv e

Mike Mills and Michael Stipe liven the audience in the Fieldhouse
last Thursday. (Mark DesRoch ers photo)

R.E.M.
UNH Fieldhou se
Thursday, Oct 30
By Ric Dube
It seems reasonable, although
unfortun ate, that =-since the
image presente d on R.E.M.'s
latest lp Life's Rich Pageant was
thicker and more elaborate, then
the stage show presente d for
their current tour would also
have to J:>e just as elaborate. Not

that this is any horrible crime,
it's just that a huge part of
R.E.M.'s charm and appeal was
lost to their newly found commercial accessibility. They were,
at one time~ informal and spontaneous, with no predictab ility
in their act to bog it down.
Gone from the stage were Bill
Berry's bicycle and Mike Mills'
Bad News Bears tee-shirt . In
their place were Michael Stipe' s
black top hat and a twenty foot

plus projectio n screen showing member of the group. Drumme r
films of abstract images . Bill Berry may just as well have
Through the flashing array of not shown up. Buried in a rear
nonequit arian cacophon y Mi- corner of the stage to ensure the
chael recited poetry, flailing his audience a clear view of Michael
arms about and dancing a la Jim Stipe's slides and Hims, his
Morrison . At other times he presence was needed and wantconfused himself with head ed, but totally unnoticeable.
Head David Byrne, quirking his
A major tip of the hat to
body into shocking ly familiar R.E.M .. for doing the job of the
geometri c patterns (Same as it SCOPE security crew, who in
ever was/I am Superma n.) A common form, didn't do much
seeming ly bored Peter Buck more than their secondary dulooked on.
ties of setting up the chairs and
The songs themselv es were sta in for the show. Sti e and
a better than average selection
from R.E.M.' s 60 or so originals
and bottomle ss mug of cover
tunes. "Auction eer" and "Feeling Gravities Pull" were both
stunning productio ns of sight
and sound; their lavish trimmings and excesses could have
made Emerson , Lake and Powell/Palm er blush. An energetic but sloppy "These Days"
started off the set. Best moments include a flawlessly performed "I believe" and "Bandwagon." Perhaps the most trueto-life moment s of the show
were their last songs, a powerful
rendition of The Stooges "Funtime" and a hastily arranged ,
error-filled cover of The Velvet
Undergro und's "After Hours."
This was the R.E.M. to be
known and loved.
The presence of the four
young men was definite and
unsettlin g. Michael held the
aura of the poet on display:
mysterio us, disconne cted, and
perhaps misunder stood. Peter
Buck seemed virtually robotic
and went through his motions
faithfully, if nothing else. Perhaps 'twas just a night off. Mike
Mills was friendly, amiable, and
enthusia stic; nothing but his
usual self. A wonderf ul lead
vocal on the new hit "Superman" was his signature contri- Michael Stipe playing the role of
bution to the evening's events. (Mark DesRoch ers photo)
Surely he is the most underrate d

the other band members refused
to play at one point if the front
layers of the audience didnt
move back and cease crushing
each other to a paste. ''We hav.e
all night ..." warned Stipe, sounding 'like a nagging second grade
teacher.
With all of its .conceptual and
attitudin al dissappo intments ,
the concert it~elf was actually

-

R.E.M., page 18

the lone poet.

Ea ste r Ho use Gr oov e
Easter House
Contende rs
Columbia/ Rough Trade
By Arthur Lizie
Easter House's debut Columbia album Contend ers is an

enjoyabl e album, even if the
topics which it raises are ·not.
The main theme is freedom, or
rather the inability of the overoppresse d masses to attain it.
Surprisingly, British rock's party
of choice, the socialists, are put

down on this disc. The band's
lyrics are merely basic fodder
for the simplisti c dance floor
politico, but still interesting.
The main plus for the lyrics,
the human angle, is solely absent
from the music. This is not
electronic enough to be sterile,
yet it still lacks soul. They
needed music for their poems
and this fit. The music is a
mixture of the jangly rhythms
of The Smiths, the driving raw
power of The Call, and the
straight forward guitar of the
early Clash. Catch melodies are
few and far between, but the few
that do pop up are quite memorable.
The band includes co-writers
and brothers Andy and Ivor
Perry, on vocals and guitar
respectiv ely, booming bassist
Peter Vaden, drumme r Gary
Rostock , and placeho lder
rhythm guitarist Mike Murray.
Andy Perry's lead vocal phrasings are more than a little
reminisce nt of headmast er David Bryne.
_,
,
The cover is ~he singu~arly
EAST, page 18
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A Newly Found Old Cartoonist
Copyright 1986 By Joaquin S. Lavado (Quino). Reprinted With Permission of Henry Holt and Co.

By Jim Carroll
Imagine a man shining his
with his wife's yappy little
dog. Haven't you always wanted
to do that? Maybe you would like
to see Little Red Riding Hood
protected from the wolf by a
hoard of secret service men. Or
maybe you have always wanted
to see an ambulance driver lay
a sheet over a dead man, only
to lift the sheet, releasing a flock
of doves and taking a bow before
a confused crowd.
The cartoonist who makes all
of this weirdness believable and
outrageous is an Argentinian
funny-man by the name of
Quino (pronounced "keen-o"),
and the book that makes this
funny stuff available in the
United States is called The
World of Quino.
Born in Mendoza, Argentina,
and originally named Joaquin
Lavado, Quino is little known
in the United States. He began
his cartooning career in 1963
with a strip known as Mafalda . .
Ma/alda, for the nine years that
it ran, w1as the most read and
most successful comic strip in
history, boasting a readership
of over 100 million throughou~
sho~s

-

South America, Europe and
Canada.
Since he discontinued Mafalda, Quino has concentrated on
the wordless cartoon panels
which are now his trademark.
The World of Quino is a compilation of cartoons drawn over
the past ten years . Published
by Henry Holt and Company
of New York, this book makes
Quino available to the American
public for the first time.
"This is world-class silliness- the wonderful, wordless
marble-scattering of a cartooi:i
mastei: working the outer edges
of sweet dementia," says Doo nesbury creato'r Gary Trudeau.
Cartoonist Skip Morrow says,"Quino is the cartoonists' cartoonist. He'll make you laugh,
but more importantly, he'll
-make you think."
, The issues Quino addresses'
are issues pertinent mostly to
Argentinian society, but can be
understood and appreciated by
anyone. Themes like blind conformity and government censorship are common.
Like the man whose thoughts
arc all tangled. H~s though ts

straighten out as he passes a
policeman, but become tangled
again as soon as he passes by.
Or the farmer who bawls his
mule out because the mule won't
plow the field in a straight line.
Filth and pollution caused by
urbanization and industrialization are also maior themes.
Like the farmer who takes an
ungerground carriage to bypass
the dirty city and make his way
home.
"
Or the shepherd who finds
a cinder block while wandering
through a field, is reminded of
the city an everything bad it has
to offer, and smashes the block
and walks away.
'
Creator of The Far Side Gary
Larson best described Quino's
situation in the United States
when he said,"lt's hard to.
imagine Quino doesn't already
enjoy a higher profile in this
couhtry. This is a wonderfully
imaginative and insightful cartoonist."

Red Line opened for the Blushing Brides in the Granite State
room last night, spandex and all. (Stu Evans photo)

--R.E.M.--------E/,\ST------(continued from page 17)
a fi~e rock and roll show. It had
all of the essentials: great music,
an exciting stage show, and
animated performances by half
the band anyway. R .E.M. is a
band that is maturing, changing,
~nd coming of age. Certain
sacrifices are inevitable in that,
and now it seems time to accept
or reject it.
·
The opening act for the
- · evening's performance, The
Fee-lies, presented a blistering
45 minutes of aural pleasure.
Jumpy, poppy, and happy as well
as moody and pensive, the music
was· emotional and the band
communicated a hayloft full of
. ideas and feelings to a mostly
~eceptiv~ audience.

cc~ntinued from page 17)
most striking feature of the
Other / highlights include
album. The band's name and "Nineteen Sixty Nine," a song
song titles are placed over a which paints a · little more
brillantly minimal black back- realistic view of the time period
than Bryan Adams ever dared,
ground.
"Out on Your Own," and "Lenin
'·
The songs themselves are fo~l in Zurich."
frontal attacks of sound. The
solos and special effects are kept
to a minmum, with only a
harmonica on "Cargo of Souls"
Easthouse is a band whose
adding a change of pace.
only gimmick is that they make
good music. Contenders might.
The best song is the epte "liet make them just that. It's worth Mick Jagger look-alike tries out the well known and long
Back to Russia." The strong, a listen for a change of pace for
steady song cranes its neck the average dance music. All of defuQct stage mov.es in the Granite State room last night. See
above the other songs. U nfor- this and they don't even sound the review of the sh.ow in Friday's issue. (Stu Evans photo)
tunately, only an excerpt of the like Phil Collins .
lyrics are included on the inner
sleeve.
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"All the news that 's fit to print"
"As. executive edit'or of the New York Times and as
a person who has boasted of his determination to keep
his paper's news columns 'straight', i.e. -devoid of liberal taint,A.M. Rosenthal is of course one of the more
important ideological cops in ~he country."

New York Times motto
Mr. Cockburn is a columnist for The Nation and
the Wall Street Journal, and editor of the New Left Review. There will be a special display of Mr. Cockburn's
writings in the periodicals room of ~he Dimond Library.
Sponsored by C.O.C.A and funded by P.F.O.

Alexander Cock burn

Thurs. Nov. 6th, 7:30

fflYfD rm a

Granite State Rm. The MUB at UNH
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The best way to •reac h
10,00 0 peop le is thro ugh
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USE SYSTAT ON YOUR PC ·ro GET MAINFRAME CAPABILITY WITH MICRO CONVENIENCE.
If you're tired of waiting for output, try SYSTAT on _
your microcomputer. SYSTAT is the only microcomputerStatistics package to perform advanced
· applied statistics in economics, psychology, biology,
technology, and political science.
No other micro package tias the scope of SYSTAT. Simple
and multivariate analyses, graphics, tables, unbalanced
ANOVA, MANOVA, repeated measures, discriminant, cluster
analysis, multidimensional scaling, non-linear modeling, time
series, ARIMA, log linear, multinomial logit, probit, tobit,
Rasch models, simultaneous equations - all in a compact
package with simple, integrated commands and a _
spreadsheet data editor.

',VIDEO MOVIE
PALACE
75~

MOVIES VIDEO CAMERA

MON.-THURS. ·
CALL BEFORE 5:45 p.m.

200 SPECIALLY
MARKED MOVIES!

DELIVERED BETWEEN

TITLES INCLUDE:

5&7p.m•.
· $2.50 PER MOVIE,
DURHAM, LEE,
NEWMARKET

DAMER vs. KRAMER
ICEMAN
SUPERMAN 1-3
MAX DUGAN RETURNS
COUNTRY
GANDHI

NO DISCOUNTS

$25.00 A DAY
$10.00 DEPOSIT FOR
· ALL RESERVATIONS
PICTURE l.D. AND
CREDIT CARD
REQUIRED
BLANK VHS TAPES
$'5.00

868-1606
VIDEO MOVIE PALACE, LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS GAME
CENTER, JtfA~N ST., DURHAM.

Meet your statistics deadlines with the micro
package professional statisticians have chosen.

Or wait in line.
Apple II'~ lleT~ MacintoshT~
HP 150T~ HP 9000T~ DEC
RainbowT~ Alpha Micro'~ MS-DOST~ CP/MT~
UNIX™
$595 USA and Canada, $695 Foreign
Site licenses and quantity prices available.
IBM-PC/XT/Ar~

VAXT~ KayproT~

SYSTAT

~-::=:™

. SYSTAT, Inc.
2902 Central Street
Evanston, IL 60202
312 864.5670
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CONT.INU ED FROM
PAGE 14
words we will have killed the goose
that lays the golden egg.
Paul McEachern is committee to
creating a long-needed comprehensive development plan for the state,
to restoring professionalism to the
Office of State Planning and to
instituting a series of measures
designed to protect our i,-esources.
If we truly care about the future
of this state and believe with Paul
McEachern that we hold our state
with all of its beauty, diversity and
history in trust for the next generation then we will elect a man who
will honor this trust. We will elect
Paul McEachern.
.
Virginia H . .Carl

•••
To the Editor:
At a Columbus Day weekend yard
sale for the Seacoas_t Anti-Pollution
League held at my . home, a
patrician-looking lady of advanced
years commented on my McEacher. on sign. I asked her if she was
· supporting Paul and her instant
response was an almost angry, "Of
course I am,_do you think I'm a fool!"
Would that everyone was as wise.
Our smug and arrogant governor
is all too eager to point out and take
undue credit for our ,state's vigorous
economy (much of which he has
had little to do with), but he is
careful to avoid talking about the
impact the Seabrook power plant
will have on this economy should
that monstrosity ever come on line.
For those of us living within the

ten mile radius of th~ plant, the
evacuation issue is of paramount
concern, but all the rate payers in
the state should be concerned about
the effect on them personai'ly_ and
on the industries which form the
basis for much of our economy. If
Seabrook goes on line the resounding rate shock, if measured on the
Richter scale, would be at least a
ten! If Seabrook does not go on line,
NH consumers will not pay a dime
for it thanks to our anti-CWIP law
which provides that only plants
generating electricity can be factored into the rate base. The costs
of the plant will have to be borne
in that case by the stockholders and
by the greedy Wall Street investorsthe latter have been reaping huge
profits of up to 20% interest on
Seabrook junk bonds.
·
' PSNH and their allies keep
chanting that Seabrook is necessary.
, But is it? New England's current
electrical demand is 18,000 megawatts. Seabrook, at peak, would
provide 1,150 megawatts. Granted
that sometime between 1993 and
1999, there will be a need for more
power, but that need can be met
in many ways. A big new coal plant
could be erected in five years. We
could turn to natural gas or Can adian hydro. There are hundreds
of f irm·s exploring co-generation,
small -scale plants that can be put
·up quic_kly.
We have a choice between re
electing a man who has been a
cheerleader for the nuclear industry
for years or electing a man who is
pledged to do all he can to fight
Seabrook. Sununu claims that there
is nothing a governor can do to halt
the plant being licensed. If this is
so, then why are top executives in
PSNH, NH Yankee and their allies•
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fqnd-ing his campaign so generous- of our government" etc.. blah, blah, sanctions will only encourage vi!-y.;>
blah, "to a hostile race that out- olence. This is understandable from
Governor Cuomo in NY has prenumbers u_s five to one." Apart from her myopic prospective nurtured
vented the completed Shoreham the rhetoric, this first ~point reeks . by daily training in the use of
plant from being license~ for over of racism similiar to that spewed violence. Violence only incites
two years and Governor Dukakis {rom Hitler during the height of violence and it comes as no surprise
in Mass. has promised a court fight Nazi Germany. Is this what ROTC to me that after a hundred years
to prevent Seabrook f-rom being is teaching our young impression- or more of racist hostility towards
licensed because of unworkable able students? I can just imagine . blacks in South Africa that the
evacuation pl11ns. We need a NH
it now, ROTC class 401 final project tensions are high. My greatest hope
governor who will put the interests by Sonia Schmitt "How we can for South Africa is that a peaceful
of the people of this state before Invade South Africa, Force the solution be reached soon, one that
those of a private for prof it com- Indigenous Population onto Small gives blacks and whites equal 'r ights
pany. Polls ha.ve shown that: the Desolate Reservations and Allow to the freedoms that we take for
majority of the people in NH are
the American Public to Believe we granted, a:nd hopefully the United
opposed to Seabrook, but unfor - only Supplied Humanitarian Aid." States will take a constructive
tunately many of these folk have
I feel sorry for Ms. Schmitt at this position to secure this. As for Ms.
failed to realize that by re-electing · point, it is clear she lacks sensibility, Schmitt I feel sorry for her, but do
Sununu they will be helping to
compassion and most importantly, not hold her responsible for her
license Seabrook. A vote for McEachmehtors of sound moral integrity.
lack of sensitivity. This is a national
ern is a vote for sanity and_reason.
So much for that. The second problem facing our nation today.
Don't be a fool. Support a qualified
point Sonia make .adds insult to . I wonder about the moral state of
man who will do us proud. VOTE
injury. Here she makes reference our young people and ponder over
FOR PA UL McEACHERN.
to the Soviet Union and its supres- their ambivalence that can easily
Virginia H. Carl · sion of civil freedoms to its large ·change to apathy. Maybe colleges
population, combined with once should be including studies that give
again more rhetoric reminiscent students training in how to be
of McCarthyism. So what! Are we humble and objective in order to
no better than they? As an educated balance strong influences of mateAmerican I know that demogogory rialism and militarism. Yes I like
(sic) is the manifestation of a weak to have nice things but not if it cost
To the Editor:
argument. Ms. Schmitt is arguing someone's life.
Okay. I can take a little joke, or that the natural resource wealth
Paul Krusic
jest, to get a response but this last of South Africa is essential to our
contri.bution by Ms. Sonia Schmitt financial and defensive well being.
etters to t e e ltOr S OU
has really touched on the fringes
She even writes with selfish deterof extreme racism. I am reminded
mination that "we must have it,"
e typed and signed, a!"'1d
of the saying my old grade school are these her words? Again I
us_t include an address
teacher used to say to disruptive wonder, is it the resource scarcity
students, that every time you open or the mere fact that we cannot
nd telephone m:mber for
your mouth you expose your brain!
extort slave labor to obtain it
erification.
Ms. Schmitt has exposed to us what otherwise.
astronomers refer to as a black hole,
Finally I am shocked at the
Address all mail to :
or what mathematicians describe
fatalistic answer our goose stepping
The
New Hampshire,
as a singularity! Yet, for the sake
forum editor is offering as a deterof discussion, let's start with her · e n t to economic sanctions and a
.
Room 151,
first statement, "how many of us ·solution to the problem in South
UB
would willingly surrender the future
Africa. S_or:iia is co_Qv~c-~_Q tha.t _ '-----•Miiiiiiiiiiiii·-~--~-11!

Foru111

WHAT ARE YOU iJOING ON YOUR DUFF?!?

YOU COULD BE:
Writing
News gathering
Photographin g
·Copy Editing
Typing
Designing

Co me to Roo m 151, MUB for mor~ information.
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(continued from page 3)

The two candidates did get
. to debate a total of f,iy~ times

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
I

WIMP~,

WIMP't\,.
'>JIM()Y...

-

within the past two weeks.
Three of the debates occured
.in a' 36-hour period; according
to Dan Rupli, Peabody's campaign manager.
A few UNH students offered
their view. 'Tm voting for
Peabody, I think he'll do a better
job representing the people of
New Hampshire," said Scott
Fitzmaurice.
"I.like what he (Rudman) did
·with Gramm-Rudrrian. It's a
major thing to reduce the deficit," said Craig Murphy.
_
Elaine Hill, Secretary for
Student Activities offered her
view, saying "Whar I've seen
of Peabody, I'.m . voting for
Rudman."
Despite the i~ues and personalit_ies in this campaign the
important thing is tn vote.

'
_TRICYCLE_
(continued from pag~ 6)
ments .of the Tfo Palace, w~ent
to Sigma Beta.
Prizes were also giveri to the
individuals that collected the
most money from sponsors .
Michael Craig of Sigma Beta,
who coUected-$39, won the first
place prize which was brunch
for two at the New England
Center. Several other local
businesses donated prizes.
·
Overall $850 has been donated from sponsors . Doriatior.-s
· will be accepted until Friday,
· · November 7. According to Gamache, the Greeks hope to raise ,
between $1000 and $2000 from
the fundraiser.

1HI~ OtJl .. AS' f\ !Pit~

Et>GE Wti~ AN Afl-

lloGANT NOIE AAO
/21CU SHADltJ6 .'.'

BULIMIA
al'.:ld:.

BINGE-ING

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
I

XJ... YOt/~6 60/N6 1rJ Ml/Kitt
MY {)(TU 6/Kt. ?. MY
.~}J
/,,.,
fKINCCJS ?

/

J
)
.
me llff'U or
• . ({ -%.--'./, .MY !Y! .1'

Yt"5MAl1/11.

•Food and Weight
Control Problems
•Specialized Treatment of
Ea ting Disorders
•Depression, Anxiety and
Stress Management
Call

}(XI /Je"IOlll.

\

Stephen J. Little, M.Ed.
at 433-2233

.Write news

SHOE

by Jeff MacNelly

nd sports fo
~!ZE. I \OTEP
- Tl.I~ G1AMG. WA'<( I
Al)NA'Yb J::v,,,

The New

Hampshire
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CLASSIFIED
1973 VW Super Beeiie. Runs excellentengine rebuilt and new exhaust 9 / 85. Some
r~st. Must sell' $450 negot. 862-2440 days
436-8413 eves.
4 Bedroom apartment central ly located
in Dover near Kari Van. Living room, kitchen ·
and bath. $675./mo. includes heat & hot
water. Lease required, no pets. Call 7491600

Full, par\!time kitchen and counter help.
Reliable, experience preferred. Will train.
Shifts available, flexible, Mon.-Sun. 11 am6pm or 5pm-closing. Apply in person at
Durham House of Pizza. Ask for Taso or
Jerry.
Want to earn $5 an hour? Work as an
aid/personal care 9ttendant. No experience necessary. Easy work. 'Great boss.
Mornings call Dan at 692-4764 eves.
FREE Room/board in Kittery Point Me.
Farmhouse in exchange for childcare 3%
days 1 toddler call 204-363-2729.
Travel field position immediately available.
. Good commissions, valuable work experience, travel, and other benefits. Call Bill
Ryan (toll free) 1-800-433-7747 for?
complete information mailer.
EARN MONEY on all magazines sold on
campus. Need people to post information.
Good profit write, BPC, 8218 .Hardy,
Overland Park, Ks. 66204.
PHYSICAL E;DUCATION MAJORS: Immediate pre-holiday gymnastics. teaching
position, pre-school to 12 yrs. Also: full
time summer W.S.I. gymnastics field sports.
Professional situation, New Hampshire
Academy of Artistic Gymnastic & Sport.
603-964-9000. 67 Wirinicut Rd. North
Hampton, NH 03862.
Work part time on the the evening .of your
choice, in our office, setting appointments
. and making extra money. No experience
· Aecessary, bfl:t nigh energy a must Call
. Alice between 2-5 p.m. at 1-800-852-3426

---'i~

[- . _•_,:.,"tie_
· ID-UI

. "'83 Nissan Sentra/5 speed/red/ A/C/ AMFM stereo/clean/no rust. $2700 neg.
Cynthia 868-5393 after 10 p.m.
'86 Hewlett Pakard 12-C Calculator, barely
used great !Qr MBA'sl Cynthia at 868-5393
after 10 p.m.
Nikon FM2 W /50 mm 1.8 lens, $275. Vi~itar
285 flash $55, Vivitar charge 12/20 W /6
Nicad Packs $35, Canon auto winder $50.
Al l in Excellent condition. Best offer
accepted. Call 224-4735 after 5:30.
1982 Red VW Scirocco. Mint condition,
· AM/FM cassette, no rust, 69K. Great car,
selling due to over-populated driveway.
Must be seen, asking $4995.

THE .FAR SIDE

Pr.ofessional studio monitors 15-180 watts,
complete with 2Gft. monster cable
$250/b.o. electronics ar_e excellent Robert
664-9547 eves.
$KIERS-I have a brand new pair o.f Tyrollia
390D bindings still in the box. These are
$120 bindings, make me an offer, I'm tired
of them being in m·y room. Chris at 8681290.
1980 Ford Mustang: Excellent condition
wouldn't sell it if I didn't need the money.
$1200 or B.O. Call 868-6667
·
TIRES FOR SALE-Low mileage plenty of
tread, size 175/80 13 inch-four season
steal belted radials-call Peter at 868-5158.
TREK 420-silver internationalist. frame 27"
wheels-barely used, recent mini tune,
accessories included $325 or b.o. Cynthia
868-5393 after 10 p.m.
SKI POLES: Brand spankin' new' Never
been used: Scott 48" cm 120 metallic blue
and silver. A good deal. 868-2670.
Acoustic Guitar ~ six string Madiera guitar
made by guild. Mint condition with case
$150. Call 742-0561.
Services
Counseling for relationship ;md personal
growth issues. Dwight We~b Ph.D. psychologist Durham Point Rd. Durham NH
03824. 868-5245.

__
Pe---.rso_na_ls_ ]

[-J

Hey, St. Paulie Girl Ruggers, let's do some
damage this Sat. 10:00 at the Bagelry? And
Lorna, how about breaking the other team's
nose this time. Hooker
YONG! What a blast we had Friday night!
Gumbas all the way, dude. Hope your bro
got home OK! We'll have fo invite him back
REAL soon-with more gumbas, of course!
Lori, the past months have been fantastic,
you really mean so much to me: I love you,
Marc.
·
GREG: SEE? I can get a personal in. What's
your problem?
Happy Birthday to the insect God.
"The acquaintance rape is an oversubscriber to traditional male roles-he thinks
aggression is normal and heterosexual
relationships are a form of game playing."
What db you think? Do you kAow him?

A.Brewer
Bet you never thought you would get a
personal in a New Hampshire newspaper
you S.D.S.U. girl. 1 ~can't wait for T-giving.
I love you. M.D.

..

To that beautiful woman in the silk dress
at the party in Dover Friday night. Not.too
many 6'2" women with your sexy legs and
bodacious tatas' How can I meet you??
I was the guy wearing the white Karate suit
with a gleam in his eye_._ __
JIM - are YOU the father of my child??!
I'm still trying to figure it out. 'Meanwhile
I'll adjust my veil and ask someone else.
My quest was unsuccessful Fri. night. Too
bad you left early with that Arabian princess.
Anyone who was anyone made their
appearances following y·our departure.
Hope I didn't.slobber and leer too much.
Naked man was a hit and very well
endowed. It's amazing how much you can
hide in those teensey weensey black
briefs .. .We'll have to do it again real soon'
Nappa (Mike D.) - Happy 22nd Birthday!
I know what you want, but I can't give it
to you. (Is any girl out there willing to be
wrapped up?) Drink, Drink and be merry ·
- tomorrow. You're a real adult! Boz ·

Mr. Alexander: Thanks for the chivalry this
afternoon. What a buddy. Get psyched for
the weekend! We'll hit Georgetown, eh?
Happy reporting ... Ms. Sinatra
.Congreve 3rd: Thanks for Sat. night. I had
such a blast!! I miss living with you guys
so mu.ch! It was so good to see Joseph,
eh? But hey, when will I see you guys in
a sober state the next time? Come visit
me in the press box Wed. night and cheer
on those hockey Wildcats .. .! love you (pl)
Liza.
F-4: Thanks for the antennae! Friday night
would not have been the same ... Dinner
soon? I'll bring the strawberry shortcake.
You guys are so sweet...xoxo Lisa
PK and DAVE: I'm sorry that I'm leaving.
But I must, you know that. It doesn't mean
I love you guys any less. You have been
more patient with me ...Thanks. Dinner out?
I'll miss ycm guys during those late nights.
But I have faith, you'll get it done. Get
psyched for D.C. I love you guys ... I tawk
too much ... Lisa

Hi V - your first real personal. How about
DSS #6- Hi sweetheart! What are you
Marston? I don't think we should do that
doing tonight after your class?? Guess
anymore! Hey, smile, it's time to get serious.
what-I have 2 more pictures left to take!!
Stop by anytime, but stop waking me up!!! ·
Would you like to come over and visit your
I need my sleep! -B
awesome girlfriend? I know 11d just love
N02 - wish you were here, like you should
to see you!!! I'll be home all night. ... PBT
be!
P.S. I LOVE. ..to eat breakfast with you!!
Lyena - another clue: your bear is resting
Anne M. in 202H. Smile and ;est peacefully
peace.fully! -the kidnapper!
I'm still thinking of you. Peace and love,
your P.B.
MOM and DAD, thanks for a great weekend .

It was great to see you again. Thanks for
the groceries and the bucks. Feel free to
drop in any time with more. Matt, you
coward! You can't hide forever- Bucko.
P.S. I got a haircut.
I'm a lonely, confused, sensitive male of
the 80's and I need somebody"'to Wang
Chung with. Call Peter at the paper for
details.
Marla is a ninny and rarely wears clean
underwear.
Dad-Hey it's my turn to send a newspaper
clipping! Thanx for always thinking of mel love you very much; even if you're gonna
be a movie star! I'll see you soon. Love,
Jo
Curt, hey dude, thought I'd surprise you.
I'm not sure I meant what I said Friday night
so we'll have to wait and see. Besides, it's
fun keeping you on your toes . Most
important of all you better romp in Syracuse,
we're all behind you. KickBoo-what's up? Don't worry, things will
get better. At least get psyched for Europe
this summer! Maybe a Dead concert or
two? Sounds yummie. Yonker asks if URI
fh is so bad, why not come up here where
you can kick some butt. I don't know what
· to tell him, Boo. But, hey don't let me
pressure you!! Well, so long for now. Don't
forget you owe me a Rugby game. Love
ya-Jo.
VH-1 apologize
Things get better, need to give people time.

10 Strafford A-4. Surpise from Granada!
I miss you guys! Spain is great see you
soon love you Estefania
TYPING OF ALL KINDS, $1.25 per page.
Pick-up/delivery if required. Please call
749-3819 after 5pm or anytim€) on weekends.
Usually men and women have very different
ideas as to how they want an evening fo
turn out. Most often, miscommunication
of these scenarios is what leads to
acquaintance rape. There is nothing wrong
with communicating your exp~ctations .
Kev, opeR mouth - I KILL Ya! Felicia
Ellen, Brophe, Rebecca, Keith, N02, Lyena,
Kev, a11d the rest of the bunch - you guys
are awesome. Without you - I don't know...
Felicia
Lyena - We all want you here. You go to
Hubbard - I kill ya! You go anywhere - I
kill ya! Love 111 (and 220)
Hey Hall House - "As the Bed Turns ... "
What a wild weekend. Things are getting
back to normal. Anybody really know what
happened to Prescott's underwear?
To my new brother: Watch out for practical
jokers! I'm not honey ... Hey "I saw you
AHEM walking in the rain!!!" She made me
do it!!!!!!!
Lyena - thanks for being so nice this
weekend (again!) I had fun at the game,
although it was boring. Hope things are
looking up for you, too. OnEf good thing my room is clean. Keep smiling, Love your
assistant secret spook

I love beer, booze and anything that gives
me a buzz. r'm a nut I'm cra-a-a-a-a-azy, NarJs,
Spam and Krispy-Hi kids! Don' be selling
M&M's the next time Bill comes up!! Hey1-2-3 turn bJue & bite do_wn! Love ya guys!
Mare
Holly, You owe me $1,000,000 and I want
it by tomorrow. No excuses. Sluggo. ·
To Jayme, #1 roomie, Since my freshman
year, you've made my college years the
best. You've been there for me through
the laughs, the tears and all those pizzas!
I hope I'm there for you too! You're alive,
friendly, carefree, hap12y, caring & all those
things that everyone around you sees-but
most ot'all you're my best friend! Andi,
Roomie #2.
6.6 billion available for co,-lege! We match
so u r c e·s e I e ctr on i ca 11 y. Fr es h men I sophomores write ACADEMIC FUNDSEARCH, P.O. Box K, Plymouth, NH 038294
If you are forced to have sex, sexually
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk
to a· woman who has been trained· to help
in these situations, call 862-1212 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISES COUNSELOR.
Say "hello." Tel.e communicarions open
house Nov..14, 1Oam 'til 3pm, open to the
public come and meet us face to face
located next to bookstore.
ADOPTION: We're a loving happily married ·
couple, academic physician and psychologist. Eager to adopt white newbo.rn.
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942.
Lost: gold Bulova ladies watch on Friday,
Oct. 24. If found, please call 868-6234 and
ask for Mel or Darlene. Watch has great
emotional value, any help would be greatly
appreciated.
Joel and Chris-DON'T GET CAUGHT WITH
YOUR DRAWERS DOWN (or missing),
BEWARE
There once was a house in Maine
That one time was considered quite sane
But with Frostecj Flakes and beer
And the freshman camp cheer
The long weekend will not be mundane
Get psyched for Sugarloaf! Call us! 6007
Jay and Glen: Thanks for such a great
dinner. next time we'll do the cqoking! M&D
To the five guys in the white BMW. It was
nice seeing all of you outside our window
last Wed. night! How is Gumby, where was
Pokey? Don't let anything freeze off! The
girls of 26, Scott.
Cal Chick Horrifiers: Is the stock market
going up or down? Should I buy, sell, or
find a new broker? Where's the influence,
I think I need some' Tara-When the going
gets tough to the tough go to Nick's? Booshould I keep crossing my fingers? I need
answers! Nice foliage huh? Mad about you!
Kristin.
Mookie Canale Fans: How about those
Mets? Thanks for the outrageous time in
Atlantic City, you gals are great. Kristin.

By GARY LARSON

(Q'

e

Early

clock~watchers

•
:
•

e

Gotta love leisure ladies that give parties! Anybody miss: b~rnt almonds
at Skippers? Junebugs on the p~,;~h? Underwear on the coffeetable? Late
nights at Tiki Dump? Cuffy's Cheap:.---? Lobster dump crew? I love you
guys ... but I am really glad I didn't lose my car door on Main Street,
Hyannis!

e
•
•
:

e
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1.

LUNCHEON
(continued from page 13)

SENATE

VALLEY

(continued from page 1)

(continued from page 3)

•

ed in selling tood at the event
and inform them about the drug ~.hey' re saying 'no you're not.' then people can't go- to college it to today, you get what America
and there will be illiteracy," she will be like in the year 2000."
problem.
may rent a table for $20.
"The problem will not just
The final part of the policy said.
Debi Thomas, a Smith resThe judicial board has folValley supported military be locking one's house door, but
ident from Seoul, Korea, · is · lowed these guidelines, said the resolution attacks is the
making Korean chicken wings
senator Robert Donovan. He clause which forces students to expenditures over student loans. not going outside one's door,"
"In New Hampshire, money Valley said.
for the event. "We need a lot
said the board had received two reveal their drug source.
He suggested making God
"The guilty student must has not produced bette~ educaof creative dishes and most
drug .related cases and had
importantly help from students
followed the procedures San- make a good -- faith effort to tion," he said. "We are the more involved in the country.
"This country was founded '
indentify their source," the bill lowest recipient of federal aid,
across campus for the lun- ·born laid out.
The first part of the resolu- states. "If these conditions are but have the highest Scholastic with God t'he .center piece of
cheon," said Thomas.
national trust." He said the
The idea for the luncheon was
tion attacked the section of not met to the satisfaction of Aptitude Test scores." originated in 1984 by Smith's
Sanborn's letter which said, the Dean of Students or desig- - "Ac<;ording to the Constitu- saying, "In God we trust" is on
former hall director Richard
"Trafficking of any kind will nee, the jeopardy of suspension tion, common defense of the every monetary bill. "Today it
·
Spahr. Heather Colby, a resident
bring au tom at ic s us pen- status will automatically change country is the primary role of is just rhetoric."
·
Valley is also against aborto actual suspension/ dismissal." the government."
of Smith, was in charge of the
sion/dismissal."
Iacovelli disagreed with Val- tion, because God is replaced ,
Norton said this is a polite
Norton said this took all the
first luncheon in the Fall of '84.
"We found that food was a good
power of decision out of the way of enstating plea- ley that the military is more by humans. He is also against
abortion because he fears for
way to reach out to the campus
hands of the judicial boards, not bargaining. She said this would important than education is.
'The military is for the pro- the the future if it is allowed.
and get students into the Inter- - allowing it make judgements ·be "prmoting a bad atmostection of the country for future / · "Abortion is murder. It is
phere" on campus.
national Center," said Colby.
based on individual cases.
"What they're really sa-ying generations but if we do not humans playing God and the
"Since its first year it has
. "Many factors may affect a
become an annual event," Colby Judicial Board decision," the bill is reveal your source and we'll educate, what is the purpose of unborn have to be included."
This will lead to "people on
said. "We had no concept of how states, "and a blanket penalty take it easy on you," said Ab- protecting the country?" Iacovelli said.
machines being destroyed," he
big and how popular it would of suspension/dismissal is too londi.
Valley is running as an inde- said. In the future, elderly will
Several members of the sebecome."
board (sic) to allow for these
pendent
cail.didate because he receive in the mail a suicide pill
nate
voiced
anger
with
the
"Students and faculty were factors."
impr~ssed," Colby said . ."They
The next point the bill attacks administration for formulating retired as a naval offiecer on July and a letter that says, "We can't
were surprised that students is forcing the students to call the new policy without consult- 1, after the June 13 Republican keep the cost of you," he said.
Student senator Liz Gibbs,
could put on something of such their parents: Norton said this ing students or the Drug and primary deadline. Phil Hastings,
a campaign assistant; said Valley who led the non-partisan voter
high quality."
·was. patronizing and adminis- Alcohol committee.
Ceretta said she and Ablondi collected the necessary 200 registration drive and who
Mark Dullen, a resident of tration should respect students
.were in Durham
summer, petitions, but the Attorney , ~.nvi~ed Valley to speak, said,
Smith said "The luncheon isn't - as adults.
He s horrendous. He clashes
just Americans trying out dif- .
Norton sa,id unfortunately but,were not even given a chance General broke a 72 year preceferent recipes either. People several. administrators did not to view the policy before it got dent and did not allow Valley with the views of college stu·
prepare foods from their native se~ sn1dents as adults. She cited published. She said she had to enter the primary. Valley got dents." ·
She said it was important that
Vice-President of Student Af- heard about it and had assumed 3,000 signatures to be put on
countries."
Valley came because, "This
"The luncheon is also a wel- fairs Richard Hersh's speech the administration would con- the November ballot..
Valley, who is against ·abor- person may be going into our
come alternative to the dining as an example. In this speech tact them; but they never did.
"We were kind of just handed tion and for voluntary school government, and we must vote
hall," said Dullen.
Hersh insisted students and
prayer, painted a macabre pie- accordingly."
· To pun;hase coupons prior administrators are not "full rhis policy," said Ceretta.
"This is no ·just a drug policy, ture of the future of America.
t6 the foncheon, contact Becky adults."
"It's a dead end issue," said it's an equality issue," said
"If you divide by two what
· in Smith (862-4530).
Norton. "We sit here and say senator Jason Sachs.
America is, like today an<! add
we're responsible adults and
The Gunstock Ski. Club's
(continued from page 11)
powerful experience," Kearney
-The marchers have stopped
said. "There was an incredible
in many locations along their
amount of energy." ·
route to hold rallit:s and speak
According to Kearney the
about their goal-- a nuclear-free
Peace
March ha~ been negativefuture.
A
rally
in
New
York
City
7~
Saturday , '!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ly viewed as full of "hippies and
on Oct. 25 attracted over 10,000
-----· •. Nov. 8
-:--_ _ _ _ _ _,. ~
'Oam to 3:00pm - - out of work people who have
Letters to the editor should people and included speeches
Bea __ •• t G~nstock Ski Club
nothing better to do with their
by Bella Abzug, Jesse Jackson
be typed and signed, and and Yoko Ono.
_ .,;;~:,-,.
Jr. Racing Pr.lgram
time." His experience of the
.
· :t&~)
marchers was that they were
must include an address
Louise Proctor, a member of
very
dedicated people, many of
the
CDP,
said
there
will
be.
a
and telephone number for
whom had left jobs and families
caravan of cars travelipg to
verification.
behind.
Washington. They plan to leave
"College students have the
Durham on Thursday Nov. 13
Address all mail to:
best opportunity _ to get inat 10 p.m. Proctor said the
The New Hampshi~ej
volved," Kearney said. "They
·students intend to be very
aren't settled in careers yet and
Room 151,
visible; they will paint their cars
c_an take off and travel. Everyone
with peace slogans, and carry
INVENTORY From 9 S·k J Slaope.
MUB.
Newand Used
has a responsiblity to take
banners in the March.
Skis, Boots, Skates, Ski Clothing,
action.''
According
to
Proctor
the
Touring Gear and much more ...
Kearney first heard about the
. II you have used ski
sixties term "Peaceniks" still
equipment and clotlllng to seU •
Peace
March a year ago while
applies
to
the
philosophy
_
o.f
bnng ii to Gunstock
on f riday Nov. 7th
he was at Santa Cruz. He said
CDP
memb'ers
today.
World
from 12:00 noon '1118:00 p.m.
"Jr
.
originally it cost $2700 per
peace is their ultimate goal.
;r.
...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _., . "Unfortunately people still have
p_erson to join the March.-·Kearifr.j::j_. ..
ney helped a friend raise the
a negative image of peace peomoney, because it was too exple," she said. "At least we are
pensive for them both to go. He rtrying to make a difference.''
said it was not at all difficult
~eee~eee•~~~e~~~~~~~e~
Profesor John A. Nevin of the
to raise the money. "There was
psychology department is a
a lot of community support."
Hallow~en
faculty adv_isor to students in
· Kearney said it would be
the CDP. According to Nevin,
much more difficult to raise so
the CDP is primarily an edumuch money for this type of
cational forum, and therefore
cause
in New Hampshire. "It's
it
is
often
very
difficult
to
see
,., ~, .~f
much more conservative here."
results. Nevin sai-d the Peace
We sell candy.. the best..
"'>?~·
During his months at UNH
March is a 'visible demonstration
Kearney has ·taken the time to
of the goals the CDP advocates
Gourmet Jelly Beans
talk to as many people as
on campus.
possible about his experience
Francis Kearney, an exchange
Fudge
in the Peace March and his other
student from Santa Cruz curNon Pareils ·
political activities. He has been
rently living at UNH, is credited
arrested six times in the past
by. Proctor as the real activist
Gum Balls
for protesting. He said he can't ·
behind the CDP's involvement
Candy Buttons
not be involved in something,
in the Peace March.
Long Stem Chocolate Roses
it just wouldn't feel natural.
Kearney joined the Peace
"The Peace March is a great
March in Chicago and walked
example of the fact that people
with the group for three weeks.
can make a difference if they
He left them just outside of
get involved." Kearney said. _
Toledo, Ohio and took a plane
to Durham. "it was a very

all
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Now that
is over ....
In case you still have a s·weet- tooth
And just in case you did

•7 MONDAY-THURSDAY

•5:30 FRIDAY
M:OO SATURDAY
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r------Dr. Paul Gai:dner
Optometrist
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II nextConveniently
located in the Newington Mall
to SterlinR Optical. General optometry and
I contact lens fitti'ng. Day, evening and Saturday
I

.

I

)

appointme.n ts available

431-6941 . . .
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~Durham

Copy,

Jenkins Court .j 868-7031
1

RESUMES
..

electronically typed

i'

$18.50 incl_u des
Jodi's is one of the many area stores that lost its liq our license lately. See story next issue .
(~ark DesRochers photo)

typing, 25 resumes, matching sheets, envelopes

revisions made easily ·W /our 1 yr. mem. storage

.

open 8:30-3:30, Monday-Fri .

\Barham Bike

868-5634

I

Bicycle Clothing Sale
G-iordana Jackets
(wool-n.ylon front)
Polypro Shirts
Lycra Tights

Wool Tights
Shoes and Cleats
H~lmets

~1cycle computers $39 · .1

Monday-Friday 1"2-5

Members of the PNH Karate Club practicing their craft. (Pano Brooks photo)

----------------ENSIGN -------------(continued from page 21
many people in the community
who would like to .return to
~chool but hesitate to do so.
"Education should not be
frightening," he said. "In designing DCE programs we l.ook
at how you bring adults back mto
the education environment
· when they can do the work but .
have emotional problems adjusting."
UNH provides several means
of support for the adjustment
process. Services such as T Ask,
Underwood House and Counseling and Testing help stu?ents
with every aspect of their ~d
ucation. "The services -are kmd
of like having a safety net,"
Ensign said.
Students over the age of 25
are usually refer.red to as "nontraditional." The majority of
University students are between
the ages of 18 and 22. At some
schools, the ratio is turning
around, prompting discussion
about increased programs for
non-traditional students.
· Ensign lead a _ work~hop . at
Connecticut State U mverstty
entitled "The New Traditional
Student". The workshop examined the growing impact on
higher education by students
ages 25 and older.
The conference was held in

Connecticut due to the high
number of non-traditional students in the Conneqkut university system. According to
!Ensign, the Connecticut State
U niversity system ha.s four
campuses and 60,000 students .
45 percent of the students are
over 25 .
At the conference, issues
covering all facets of continuing
education were addressed. Ensign said some faculty were
concerned about older students
hesitating to "open up" in class.
It was a student trustee, Ensign
said, who said that "in classes
where the richness of life '. s
experience could come out-older students opened up and
were a plus for younger students."
The exact impact on higher
education by students over 25
has not been determined. Ensign said he has noticed that
older students have more direct
goals in their education. ·F or this
reason they might be "motivated to the point of shutting out
the opinions of advisors and
fellow students."
Ensign said because of similar
support needs for both types
of students, there are opportunities for dynamic in and out of
class interaction, which help

both groups grow.
Ensign was a non-traditional
student. He returned to get a
masters degree in business and
education at Syracuse U niversity. This experience gives
En.s ign a better perspective in
designing programs, it also
helps him evaluate current
University programs and their
effect on students who may
eventually want to continue
their education.

A egree
of caring.
For people who care about people -teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals--Northeastern University has a special place where'you can
obtain the knowledge and ~kills needed
to he.Ip others. Boston-B"ouve College of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:

·Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
•Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education

·

i

"We see individuals who have
had some education in one field
coming in to take work in other
fields," he said. "I feel that the :
University's stressing for general education, trying to prepare
students in a ·broad way, will
make it easier for students to
come back."

Ensign's purpose at DCE is
make sure that if current
UNH undergraduates return,
they will be offered ·a diverse,
strong cont:inn,ing education
prqgram.
to

Saturday 9-12 noo

Master of Science

BOSTON
,
BOUVE
0 Northeastern

• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Recreation Management
•Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology
Doctoral and non-degree certification
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437 -2708 or write to BostonBo.uve College ~t the address below.

University

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve Co llege of Human Development Professions
107 Doc~ser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave, Boston, MA 02115
N ~Hth(',l<.,tprr1 Un1vf'r~1ty

1) <ln PfllJ.'ll 11pportlH"·lty ,1lflf'T\,Jf1\P

,l(

! 1: -.r 11'd,;l ,111•
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C_ats Hammer away
At New Englands
By Richard Finnegan
The men's cross country team
ran well as it took twenty-second
out of a thirty-eight team field
Saturday at the New Englands.
Coach Jim Boulanger saw junior
Peter Hammer finish eightyf ifth overall a,nd take the top
spot on the ·ream for the fourth
straight meet.
.- Boulanger pointed out that
the team ran a good mental race
and that no one gave up. Tim
Carney, Scott Rhodes,Jim Mackenzie, and Bill Sculley rounded
out the Wildcat ·scorers.
The men have a lot to be
prou:d of as they paced New
Hampshire to its first winning
season with Boulanger coaching.
UNH draws an extremely tough
schedule which includes several
nationa-lly ranked teams. The
squad is a lot better than its 65 record indicates.
Leading the Wildcats to their
winnin season __ V!_ere co-

captians Rhodes and Mackenzie.
Mackenzie was New Hampshire's top finisher in a six-team
meet at Southern Maine and he
took seventh in the season
opener. Consistently running
in the top five, Mackenzie was
flanked by Rhodes. The Somersworth native was ninth at the
Southern Maine Invitational
and third at the Maine meet .
Peter Hammer, a junior from
Delmar, N.Y., really came on
strong at the end of the year and
should be a force next season.
Freshman Randy Hall was near
the top all year and sophomore
Bill Sculley was the team's top
finisher in the sea~o~_ opeE~_!.:__
Coach Boulanger felt it was
a good year for his squad and
pointed out "they're a young
team and they know what we
have to do for the future. Now
we just have to commit ourselves to doing it."

MORNING LINE NOTE
UNH 28

URI 24

UConn.24 ... BU 7 ·
Delaware 34 .. ·. Maine 31
Georgia 28 ... Richmond 13
Holy Cross 41 ... UMass 7
s ·rown 31 ... Harvard 19
SDSU 27 ... Colorado 26
Atlanta 17

Patriots 25

Sports
Short

Assistant Sports Information Director Eric
McDowell (8-0) could
have given his boss, Sports -·
Information Director
Mike Bruckner (7-1) a few
tips about football picks
this past -weekend. Sports
Editor Paul To/me scored
a tie with the Old Grad at
6-2 while Dan Dan nThe
·ex-pizza man" delivered
a respectable 5-3 mark.
The Old Grad again contributes $100 to the UNH
100 Club.

--QUARTE RBACKS-<continued from page 28)

snap and Gilman was there to
recover again. This time, the
Rams wasted no time in scoring.
Sophomore Doug Haynes (18
rushes, 78 yards) cruised into
the end zone unscathed from
Dept. of Rec. Sports
24 yard~ out for a 24- 7 lead.
Th~ UNH Department of
Cowell Stadium echoed of grumRecreational Sports Women's
blings as the fans looked on in
Club Volleyball Team ended its
bewilderment.
season Sunday, losing to Bostori
Fear not, Wildcat football
l1 niversity before a crowd of 30
fans, Norm Ford had yet to
.parents, friends and loyal supmake his presence known. After
porters. The Lady Wildcats won
a key fumble by URI' s J ~~ Pratt
their first two games against
on a punt return, UNH took
BU by scores of 15-10 and 15over on the Rams' 16-yard line.
2. But the BU squad fought back
On first and goal from the 5with three convincing wins 15yard line, Ford (26 rushes, 132
9, 15 -12, and 15-10. The Lady
yards took a pitch from Jean and
Wildcats never gave up though,
stomped into the end zone to
showing true spirit and determake it 24-14 and give UNH
.mination to the very end.
some much-needed momentum
Before the game, the undergoing into the second half.
graduates recognized the fine
An amazing aspect to the
efforts put forth by their two
game was the fact that UNH
seniors, Jean McCaffery and
won the game without a passing
Beth Lawrence, by presenting
attack. "We didn't know how
them with flowers . They also
much we were going to be able
gave flowers to Head Coach
to run against Rhody," said
Barb Baker and Assistant Coach
Bowes. "Our bread and butter
Paula Annia.
play has been our sweep and
The Lady Wildcats ended
URI has had good success de fensing · against it." However,
enior tight end Tom Johnson concentrates on a Bobby Jean with an overall match record
the sweep, once utilized, worked
pass as a URI defender readies for a hit.(Mark DesRochers of 4-12 .
all afternoon. "I guess we just
.
·
photo)
didn't have enough confidence
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . i n it," said Bowes. _
~...
the first play of the game. From
here, though, Ghilani took over.
Although the freshman did
throw five interceptions, he
displayed poise at critical times.
Ghilani's (14 of 37 for 192
yards) three first quarter tur novers, however, did not have
any effect, as UNH was unable
to capitalize.
Sandwiched in between these
errant throws, he ·t hrew a 13-·
year scoring strike to junior Jim
Muse (8 catches, 94 yards) to
tie the game.
Then came the scare and
Jean's downfall. Ghilani complete_d a 38-yard TD pass to
junior Bob Donfield to give the
Rams a 14-7 lead. Jean and
sophomore center Jim Prendible
mixed up a snap, and Rhode
Island freshman tackle John
Gilman fell on it. URI punched
it down to the UNH 9-yard line,
but couldn't get it into the end
zone.
Kicker Mike Griffin came on
to hit a 25-yard field goal to pad
his team's lead to 10. The crowd
then saw an instant replay. After
a holding penalty sent the 'Cats
into a first and 20 situation,Jean
and Prendible again botched the

--------....
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wrenching feeling of "almost,
but not quite."

COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School is an excellent
start to a-challenging career as an Air Force .
Officer. We offer great starting pay, medical care,
30 days of vacation with pay each year and
mana-gement opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what Officer Training
School can mean for you. Call

THE SEARCH ENDS HERE

•••

representatives from many of the country's
- - - - - - - - - Meet
leading graduate management schools.
With over 75 schools.
Discuss admissions, curriculum, financial aid,
In one place.
career development and placement.
~
In one da~.
- - - - - - - - Receive the tree booklet, The MBA and You,
admissions materials and catalogs.
Daily registration is $5 payable at the door.

Norm Ford has now rushed
for over 100 yards in four
straight games, and is reminding people of Andre Garron's
past exploits. The only good
news concerning injuries was
that Basil J arostchtik was expected to return to action for
the Maine game.
The word on Rich Byrne after
the game was that he broke his
right wrist in three places and
will most likely be lost for the
season. Marl< Carr could be
pr~ssed into service against
Maine. UNH -hosts the Black
Bears from Maine this Saturday,
while Rhode Island travels to
~outnern -Lonnecticut in search
of th~lt'elusive .first win. UMass
(lo.s ers ·to Holy Cross) play the
. .'
Crimson of Harvard.

•:.
Boston Park Plaza • 64 Arlington Street.
Friday, Nov. 7/2:00-8:00 Saturday, Nov. 8/10:00;.1:00
DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

Sponsored by the

. Graduate Management

MSgt Bill Kast
at (603) 868-7266 collect.
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Friday 4:30
Sa.turday 12:30

Friday 3:00; 4:30; 6:00
Saturday 11 :00; 12:30; 2:00

For information call 800-843-8557
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Socc er wom en leave
·Owl s wide -eyed ,

Maura Naughton heads the ball back in the right direction.(Stu Evans file photo)

Rhod e Islan d rams socc er men
By Paul Tolme Those who capitalize on opportunities are successful. The
men's soccer team -will attest
to this. And last Friday's 3-1 loss
to Rhode Island is just another
page in the 3--10-1 team's story.
It isn't from lack of effort that
the soccer team's season has
gone so sadly. Head coach Ted
Garber feels this squad works
as hard as any he's had, but
because of an mability to capitalize on scorin2 opportunities
the,season has been a frustrating
one.
Garber says his team could
have beaten Rhode Island Friday. "In the first 15 minutes of
the game we could have had
three goals," said Garber. 'But
all UNH got was one, albeit a
good one from junior Jack
Sebastian. It was Sebastian's
second goal of the season.
Sebastian's goal was a header
off of aJim Druding corner kick,
Druding's third assist. He has
two goal.s. The score was a
timing play in which Sebastian
started his run at the end of the

Sebastian also said the team
penalty box and headed Druda consistent goal scorer,
lacks
ing' s perfect kick into the upper
something a winning team must
left hand corner.
Garber says his team outshot have. UNH has created as many
and outplayed Rhode Island, but opportunities as the opposition,
because the Rams capitalized but because it doesn't have a
on their few shots, the result reliable scorer has lost many
was just another loss for the games it might have won.
"If you play athletics, you' re
Wildcats.
One goal that shouldn't have going to lose sometimes," said
been came when Rhode Island Garber. But Garber looks opopportunistical ly scored after timistically to the future.
The team takes on Division
a UNH fullback slipped. If not
for the slip the fullback would III Babson this afternoon at
have blocked the shot, or not home and Garber: wants to
salvage whatever glory might
have allowed it to be taken. '
be left to . this season. Sebastian
before
more
once
URI scored
the end of the half and added ~eel~ it should be a pretty even
a direct kick goal in the second game, but because 'o f th~ home
half. Besides this one direct kick, field advantage "we should pull
.
URI had no offensive flow and it off."
opportunity to
the
has
UNH
their
of
out
barely got the ball
redeem itself and end the season
end of the field.
Sebastian says the team on a high note in front of the
played aggressively, especially home crowd today at 2:00. But
in the second half, but that the the opportunities have been
final outcome nevertheless type- _ there all season. Hopefully the
Wildcats will today grab the
.
fies this season.
"They had one chance to score success which has been tantalin the second half and did," said izingly dangling in front of their
finger tips all season.
Sebastian.

Wild cat runn ers hit top ten
By Rich F iflnegan
Englands as a junior, it was
· The women's cross country unsure whether she could recteam bounced back from a over from surgery in time to run
disappointing dual meet season as a senior. She returned for the
with an outstanding top ten season's fifth meet and was New
finish at the New England Hampshire's top finisher.
Martin finished sixth overall
championships . The Wildcats
proved they can run with the in the girls' quad-meet wit,h
best as they took seventh out UVM, URI and UMass and ran - of a thirty-eight team field and a tremendous race on Saturday.
Jeanne Kerins finished thirtynipped three of their regular
second out of a field of over 220
season foes.
Rhode Island, UMass and and put an exclamation point
Vermont had all gotten the best on a terrific year. The team's
of UNH in dual meet action but captain, Kerins, has consistently
were beaten by the 'Cats on finished near the top, while
providing leadership for a young
Saturday.
Boston College took the over- squad.
New Hampshire's outstandall title with a paltry 64 points.
The Eagles had the meet' s ing freshman rounded out the
overall winner, Beth Memaxin scoring. Dawn Enterlain, who
(16:49), as well as the second, has been in the top three in
fifth and eighth place finishers. every meet, took fifty-fourth.
Jen Briggs, who has really
Providence was second with 104
points followed by UConn, come alive at the end of the
Springfield (190), Holy Cross season was sixty-third. Tammy
(198), Maine (257) and New Toselli, a Duxbury, MA native,
,rounded out the Wildcat scoring.
Hampshire with 271 points.
The girls also had a strong
Senior Patti Martin led the
way as she sprinted through the showing in the junior varsity
Franklin Park course in 17:55 race where they took t~ird out
to take twenty-first overall. of ten schools. Springfield was
Martin has given the team a big the overall winner, followed hr
·lift with her comeback. After BC and New Hampshire. Chrisher third place finish in the New tie Hendrick was the 'Cats top

finisher, taking tenth place
while clocking a 19:29.
The girls have two weeks
before the district I meet, which
is held at Lehigh on November
15.

By Paul Sweeney
A picturesque goal by Kim
Shaw and a tally on a penalty
shot by Nell Gharibian were the
means to victory for the UNH
women's soccer team on Sunday
against Keene State. The 2-0
shutout of the 13-4-1 Owls ends
the home season for the Wildcats. The team recorded an
excellent 5-1-2 mark on their
own turf.
The win was the third
straight for the red-hot Wildcats
who have not lost in five games.
The match between the ill-state
rivals was played under rain
threatening skies on a raw
autumn afternoon in New
Hampshire. The only sun that
shone was emitted by the Wildcats.
Most of the first half was
battled at midfield. However,
on the seldom occasions that
either team established a threat,
it was a great one. Keene .State's
Lynne Golas rifled a shot that
deflected off the cross bar, barely
missing the goal.
UNH had an incredible opportunity. Witp Owls' netminder Susan Woodworth out of the
net, Wildcat freshman Maura
Naughton had open access to
the goal. With her shot destined
to go in the net, out of nowhere,
Keene State fullback Sue Reardon made an exceptional save,
knocking the ball away with her
hands. The use of hands was an
infraction that allowed UNH
a penalty shot. However, Reardon' s risk payed off when Gharibian missed wide right on her
free shot.
For the moment, Reardon
had conserved a goal, but Ghari bia n would redeem herself
later. The troops took a halftime
break with the score tied 0-0.
Just over five minutes into
·the second half, UNH lit up the
invisible scoreboard on a perfectly executed play. Freshman
Ellen Weinberg was granted an
indirect kick. Raced by a human
wall of over a half dozen Owls,
Weinberg tapped the ball to
Sarah Stokes, who dropped it
- back to co-captain Kim Shaw.
Shaw released a high, powerful
kick that got past Woodworth
to give UNH a 1-0 lead. This
play belonged on sports highlight films across New England.
Coach Marge Anderson was
pleased. "We have several plays
for the free kick and the girls
look to me for the signal on

which one to use. That play was
picture perfect, it was exactly
how we wor~ed it in practice.
It was also our first goal on a
· free kick all season; so it was
· that q:mch more special."
Simply scoring a goal on
Woodwo·r th was a great feat.
The junior has 12 shutouts and
a 0.56 goals against average this
season. She showed some of that
superiority in the net as the half
continued. Wildcats Gharibian
and Cindy Pierce had successive
shots that Woodworth creatively stopped. She also stiffed
Weinberg when UNH was at
an advantage.
Thirty-two minutes into the
half, madness erupted in front
of the Keene net which resulted
in the second New Hampshire
goal. In the mayhem, a Keene
State defender accidentally
rolled over on the ball · and
touched it with her hands.
Gharibian was again ·sent to the
line for the penalty shot. The
sophomore Wildcat got the job
done this time, tapping a soft
shot by Woodworth to lend
UNH a tasty 2-0 edge.
Coach Anderson had the
utmost confidence that her
fullback would succeed on her
second try. "In practice, we have
all the girls take penalty kicks.
I had never seen Nell miss a
penalty shot until -the first o,n e
of this game. I knew that there
was no way she would miss the
second time."
That was all that UNH
needed, as none of Keene's 21
shots crossed d:ie goal line. The
shutout for UNH's Janene
Tilden was her eighth on the
season.
Sunday's contest marked the
last home game that seniors
Pierce, Shaw and Sarah Stokes
will play in their Wildcat soccer
careers. All three girls have
made.tremendous contributions
to the efforts of the 1986 team.
"Each played a leadership
role," noted Coach Anderson.
''As captains, Kim and Cindy
pulled the tea,m together emotionally and morally whenever
we needed it. Sarah was a true
leader in the way she played the
game." The best of luck goes
out to these three seniors.
· The Wildcat's regular season
finale is at Dartmouth today.
But the great season will not
end after the game, as the team
has been selected to play in this.
weekend's ECAC tournament.

Wild cats clip Eagle s' wing s
By Kathy Daly
The ghosts and goblins of
Halloween stole the spark from
the UNH field hockey team,
leaving them just enough spunk
to get by Boston College on
Friday. Memorial Field appeared cast under some jinx
which dragged the Wildcats
from the team play that has
brought them so much success
in recent games. The result was
a disappointing 1-0 victory.
The first half was basically
uneventful, with play equally
controlled by both teams. The
Wildcats were not finishing play
to create scoring opportunities.
Bet the defense played well;
especially goalie .Michele Flan-

nell.
they were unable to capitalize
It took UNH time to adjust right away. Finally, 15 minutes,
to BC's play. But neither team 3 seconds into the half, Pauline
capitalized on opportunities. Collins scored to give the 'Cats
The Wildcats seemed unable to all they needed.
UNH did not let up after
utilize their passing combinations, even though.they had taking the lead and continued
to threaten the Eagle defense.
spurts of momentum.
Needless-to-say , both teams The Wildcats had several more
came out empty-handed when corners and scoring opportunit came to putting the ball in ities, but the score remained Ithe net. The half ended with the O when the final whistle blew.
With a record of 14-2, the
score 0-0.
The Wildcats came out in the Wildcats take to Memorial Field
second half determined to put one last time on Wednesday to
this game in their victory co- face Northeastern. This is the
lumn, and played better, creat- last game before the post-season
ing more scoring opportunities. tournament begins next wee·
Corner hits gave the 'Cats kend.
offensive intensity, although

.>
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Mom aDd Dad watch costly Wildcat WID
.
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By Rick Kampersal
·good URI really is," said UNH 10,350 spectators. However; a difficult game fOr us to lose."
The key play of the game,
He stood on his own 10-year coach Bill Bowes. "They move URI coach Bob Griffin wasn't
to Griff in, was the
according
team's
0-8
his
with
surprised
proved
they
and
well
ball
the
line, hands resting on hips,
performance at all. "I know deep roughing-the-passer penalty
. looking down in disgust. 'Paul that out there today."
Indeed, the Rams earned down that we are much better against Rhode Island's Phil
Ghilani had just thrown his fifth
interception of the afternoon some respect from both the than we appear on the surface. Mulcahy, which knocked Jean
and the young quarterback was UNH football team and the We played well today and it was out of the ame. "That la was
frustrated. He looked up to see
Wildcat safety Ted White finally
being brought to the ground and
he hurriedly ran off the field.
On the other side, sophomore
quarterback Bobby Jean was
carried into the locker room
after being on the receiving end
of a fierce URI blitz. The word
after the game was that he had
a sprained right ankle. Senior
co-captain Rich Byrne was sent
in and probably wishes he hadn't
been. Byrne, too, succumbed to
the URI rush and suffered a
fractured right wrist. The
game's fourth quarterback,
third-stringer Mark Carr,
stepped in ...
It wasn't exactly a day for
quarterbacks. Although they
went through three of them,
UNH came away with their
seventh consecutive victory.
This one over the hard-luck
Rams, 28-24, before a large
Parents Day crowd at Cowell
Stadium. However, do not be
misled. The Wildcats had to
work more for this win than any Tailback Todd Urbanik flies over the goal line for the winning touchdown in the team's
of the previous six.
photo)
"People don't realize how 2_8-24 win.(Mark DesRochers

Another confidenc e booster for 'Cats
team to two goals. First he
Already five games into the waited until he spotted Steve
new season, the UNH hockey Horner cutting down the wing,
Wildcats are enjoying a new then released the pass just as
sense of confidence which has he got hit. The puck was quickly
carried. them to_ a 5-4 vi~t~ry on Homer's stick, and then past
over Providence saturday, and Merton.
On his next shift Richmond
a 2-1-1 Hockey East recor~.
"The big difference this year got a typical Richmond goal.
i~ the attitude of the team," said While forchecking Providence's
junior winger Tim Hanley after Steve Higgins, he poked the
the victory. "This year we puck away towards goalie Merbelieve we are just as good as ton. Then holding off Higgins,
any team, and getting better." and falling to the ice he dived
UNH now has a two game to tap the puck around the
winning streak, and a three goalie.
Providence pulled back to
game undefeated stretch going
into tomorrow's home game within one when Rick Bennett
collected a Shawn Whitham
against Boston University.
"When you feel like a winner, rebound in the crease, and put
its half .the battle," added senior home a powerplay goal before
.
Allister Brown. "Last year we the period ended.
In the third period UNH
would get in close games, and
were satisfied with losing close again began to pull away, as Dan
games. This year we've come . Prachar made a nifty fake to get
out of the corner. From the side
back in those games."
The Providence College of the net he drove the puck in,
Friars scored just thirty seconds unassisted. With this commandinto the contest, as Gord Cruik- , ing 4-2 lead the Wildtats held
shank took a pass off the boards _off the Friars, ·eventually widin behind the defense and beat ening the lead on David Aiken's
goalie Greg Rota with a back- first goal, a breakaway shot to
the glove side.
h d
But 12 seconds later Proviafn ~n up and down first perio'd
(UNH outshot Providence 19 dence got that back when Paul
to 15), it took until 18 minutes Saundercook got a goal almost
and 10 seconds into the period identical to Bennett's. UNH
for UNH to even up the score. appeared to have a safe 5-3 lead
This happened on a powerplay, wfien Tom Fitzgerald got a
as freshman Jeff Laz'a ro some- penalty with under two minutes
how managed to drive a slapshot remaining, but Providence
pulled Merton and got ·a goal
3 · h) M
. (6 f
att from Cruikshank with 28 seoot me
over b •g
Merton's shoulder. The rising conds left. That was the last
drive continued rising until it
offensive threat for the Friars
nestled just under the crossbar.
In the second period captain as UNH won 5-4.
"After winning the away
James Richmond sparked the

By Chris Heisenberg

the killer," moaned a distraught
Griffin. "We had them stopped
and then all of a sudden, they've
got a first and goal." So, instead
of having to settle for -an Eric
Facey field goal, the 'Cats had ·
a new life. ·
Sophomore tailback Todd
Urbanik leaped over the top and
into the end zone to give the
Wildcats a 28-24 lead. The
victory was not preserved, however, until the defense turned
i in two big plays with under
three-and--a -half minutes left.
On a first and ten at his 45,
Ghilani had intentions of driving his team to the end zone.
But junior defensive tackle>Paule
Boulay had different intentions.
Boulay tipped Ghilani's pass
high into the air, looked for it,
and made a diving catch for a
spc:;ctacular intercept10n. "That
was a huge play," cited Griffin.
"It's plays like that that make
a championship team. If I could
take back one mterception, that
would be the one." Senior safety
Ted White snagged Ghilani's
fifth interception of the game
with only minutes le'ft to - s~ive
the lead.
Jean had one of those days
where you wonder why.you ever
got out of bed. Prior to getting
swamped by Mulcahy in the
third quarter, Jean had completed 5 of 26 passes, suffered two
interceptions, and had been a
part of two untimely.,botched
snaps from center. "Bobby had
one of those days," stated Bowes.
"He was confus~d a lot and made
some checks that he. shouldn't
ha_ve."
The one 's hining moment that
Jean did enjoy was his 76-yard
touchdown pass to sophomore ,
wide receivers Curtis Olds on
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game, we finally got that out other, and getting better as
of the system," senior Chris individuals."
All in all, the sellout crowd
Laganas said, refering to UNH' s
first road win in over a year in loved the capping off of parents
the first Providence game. "We weekend with the win. "It was
keep improving each game, with very important to the players heard on WUNH 91.3 FM, but
our powerplay and our shor- to start paying back the crowd tickets are still available.
With their 2-1-1 record UNH
thand. We have more confi- who stayed with us last year
is tied for third place in Hockey
dence in each other." ·
when we lost," Hanley said.
"We've set goals to improve
NOTES: Wednesday night's East, behind ~aine and Boston
in each single game, and we game against BU is the second College. Steve Horner was
have," Brown said. "We are . game in a stretch which will see · named player of the week for
improving as a team, getting UNH at home for six of seven his hat-trick against Lowell, and
more comfortable with each ga_mes. The game can also be now has 5 goals in six games.

Wildcat players and fans celebrate after a goal in the hockey team's 5-4 wi n over P rovidence
.
.
Saturd~y night.(Ronit Larone photo)

